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THE BEREZIN FORM FOR RANK ONE 
PARA-HERMITIAN SYMMETRIC SPACES (*) 
By G. VAN DIJK and V. F. MOLCHANOV 
ABSTRACT. - Recently one of the authors presented a general scheme of quantization (in the spirit of Berezin) 
for para-Hermitian symmetric spaces. One of the main notions of this theory is the Berezin form. It is an 
invariant Hermitian form, which, generally speaking, is not positive-definite. The rank one para-Hermitian spaces 
are exhausted by the spaces X = SL(n. R)/GL(n - 1, R), up to coverings. In this paper we decompose the 
Berezin form ati,V, p E R, v = 0,l for these spaces X into irreducible components. For values p < w the 
decomposition contains the same irreducible components as L2 (X), but the Plancherel measure is not necessarily 
positive. For p > q a finite number of irreducible components, belonging to the (non-unitary) complementary 
series, is added. We also pay attention to the behaviour of B,,, as p + -m, which has a meaning in the 
context of quantization. It turns out that the correspondence principle holds on the discrete spectrum for n even. 
0 Elsevier, Paris 
Keywords and Phrases: Berezin transform, Plancherel formula, spectral decomposition, Laplace operators, 
spherical functions, Fourier transform, quantization. 
RBsuMB. - Recemment l'un des auteurs a presente un schema general de quantification (dans le sens de 
Berezin) pour des espaces symetriques para-hermitiens. Une des notions la plus importante de cette thtorie est la 
forme de Berezin. C’est une forme hermitienne invariante qui, en general, n’est pas definie positive. Les espaces 
para-hermitiens de rang un sont donnes par Ies espaces X = SL(n, R)/GL(n - 1, R). Nous decomposons la 
forme de Berezin t3,,,, p E R, Y = 0,l pour ces espaces X en composantes irreductibles. Pour p < w la 
decomposition contient Ies m&mes composantes irreductibles que Lc”(X), mais la mesure de Plancherel n’est pas 
necessairement positive. Pour p > + un nombre fini de composantes irreductibles de sdrie compltmentaire 
(non-unitaire) est ajoute. Nous Ctudions aussi Ie comportement de .L3,,, Iorsque h + --cu, propriett importante 
dans le cadre de quantification. II rtsulte que Ie principe de correspondance est vrai sur Ie spectre discret pour n 
pair. 0 Elsevier, Paris 
Mots cl& Transformation de Berezin, formule de Plancherel, decomposition spectrale, operateurs de Laplace, 
fonctions sphtriques, transformation de Fourier, quantification. 
The main problem of harmonic analysis on homogeneous spaces G/H, is to decompose 
an arbitrary function f on G/H into functions (pa belonging to irreducible representations 
T, of G. Usually this is rephrased as the decomposition of the quasiregular representation 
U of G on L2(G/H), with respect to a G-invariant measure dx on G/H, so that U is 
unitary, and hence the T, are supposed to be unitary too. So the problem is reduced to 
the Plancherel formula for the quasiregular representation on L2( G/H). So far mainly this 
unitary approach was worked out in the literature. 
(*) Partially supported by grants of RFBR (No. 94-01-01603a) and Goskomvuz RF (No. 95-O-1.741). 
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For an important class of homogeneous spaces, the so-called semisimple symmetric 
spaces, this unitary theory has been developed rather far. The Plancherel formula is already 
obtained for the following subclasses: Riemannian symmetric spaces (Harish-Chandra). 
semisimple Lie groups (Harish-Chandra), quotient spaces of complex semisimple Lie 
groups over their real forms (Bopp, Harinck, Sano), rank one spaces (Molchanov). Recently 
some versions of the Plancherel formula for general semisimple symmetric spaces have 
been obtained (Delorme, Van den Ban and Schlichtkrull). 
However, harmonic analysis cannot be reduced to the decomposition of the quasiregular 
representation only. There are numerous situations which lead to more general problems. 
Studying tensor products or restrictions of representations to subgroups, leads for instance 
to the problem of decomposition of a unitary representation of G. by translations, on a 
function space on G/H, with a non-local inner product (i.e. with an inner product given 
by a kernel different from the delta function. which occurs in the L’case, considered 
above). In particular the so-called canonical representations on Hermitian symmetric 
spaces, introduced by Berezin, and also by Vershik, Gelfand and Graev, for the purposes of 
quantization and quantum field theory, belong to this class. Furthermore, when we want to 
construct a quantization for other, non-Riemannian, symplectic symmetric spaces (i.e. for 
the para-Hermitian spaces of the first and second category and the semi-Kahlerian spaces) 
we have to give up unitarity. So is the nature of things. 
Thus, we see that now in harmonic analysis the following “indefinite” problem is put 
forward: to decompose a representation of G by translations on a function space on G/H, 
equipped with a non-necessarily positive-definite invariant Hermitian form. Comparing this 
problem with the unitary Plancherel formula problem, we bend to think that the former 
is more difficult than the latter. 
In this and in the next paper [S] we give a solution of such a problem for par-a-Hermitian 
symmetric spaces of rank one. The Hermitian form in question is the so-called Berezin 
form. It comes from two sources: quantization (a symbolic calculus) in the spirit of 
Berezin and tensor products of maximal degenerate series representations. We start with 
considering the Berezin form on the Schwartz space D(G/H) and then (in [5]) on the 
space C”(S x S), where the tensor product acts according to its definition, here S x S 
is a compactification of G/H. 
A general scheme of quantization of para-Hermitian spaces G/H (of the first category) 
was presented in [21]. The spaces of rank one are locally isomorphic to the spaces 
SL(n, lR)/GL(n - 1, R). In order to avoid an excessive increase of this paper, we restrict 
ourselves just to these spaces and solve for them the main problems put in [21]. 
The Berezin form BiL+ on D(G/H) depends on a real parameter 11 and an index 
v = 0,l and is in general not positive-definite. For ~1 < q its decomposition into 
irreducible components contains the irreducible unitary representations of the continuous 
and the discrete series, and for ,IL > T a finite number of irreducible representations 
(non-unitary, generally speaking) is added. By means of the decomposition of the Berezin 
form we define the Berezin transform and determine when this operator is bounded on 
L’(G/H) and unitary on L2(G/H). We obtain an explicit expression for this operator 
in terms of the Laplace-Beltrami operator a on G/H. Furthermore, we make clear when 
the correspondence principle holds. It turns out that it is valid on the discrete spectrum 
for 7~ even. We actually use some variant of the formulation of this principle consisting 
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of an asymptotic decomposition of the Berezin form for b + -co; here h = -l/p can 
be taken as Planck’s constant. 
The Plancherel formula for SL(n, R)/GL(n - 1, R) was obtained by Molchanov in [ 181, 
see also [ 191, [20]. Later it was obtained in a different way by van Dijk and Poe1 [6]. The 
method of [ 181 turns out to fit also for the decomposition of the Berezin form. We give a 
detailed account of this method for our case, following [20], and write down, at the same 
time, the Plancherel formula again. We need this formula in order to determine the explicit 
expression of the Berezin operator in terms of the Laplacian. 
1. The space SL(n,R)/GL(n - 1,R) 
Let G be the group SL(n, I%): R > 2. Let us write a matrix g E G in block form 
according to the partition 7~ = (n - 1) + 1: 
(1.1) .!J= fl P ( > Y 6 
(so that S is a number). Let H be the subgroup of G consisting of block diagonal matrices: 
(1.2) 
a 0 
( > 0 6. 
It is isomorphic to GL(n - 1, W) and is the fixed point group of the involution (r of G, 
defined by o(g) = IgI, where 1 = diag{-1,. . .! -1, l}. Thus, the space G/H is a 
semisimple symmetric space. 
The Lie algebra 5 of G is the subspace of Mat (n, W) (the space of real matrices of order 
1~) consisting of trace zero matrices. The involution (T of G gives rise to an involution of 
5 which is denoted by the same letter (and defined by the same formula). The Lie algebra 
5 decomposes into +I, - 1 eigenspaces of (T (the canonical decomposition): 
5=b+4, 
where h is the Lie algebra of H (block diagonal matrices) and q is the subspace of 5 
consisting of matrices 
(1.3) 
where c is a row Ii,. . . , &-I and q is a column ~1, . . ,7),-i. This subspace can be 
identified with the tangent space at the origin of G/H. Thus the dimension of G/H is 
equal to 2n - 2. 
The adjoint action of H on q is reducible; q decomposes into the sum of two invariant 
irreducible subspaces qt and q-: 
They are Abelian subalgebras of 5. Thus, G/H is a para-Hermitian symmetric space (for 
the definition and geometry of these spaces, see [15], [21] and [22]). The rank of G/H 
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is equal to 1, which means that any Cartan subspace of q is one-dimensional. For basic 
notions of the theory of symmetric spaces, see, for example, [ll], [13], [15], [20], 1231. 
Let a be the Cartan subspace of q generated by the matrix: 
0 0 1 
(1.4) Ao= 0 0 0 . 
i ) 1 0 0 
Throughout this paper, a 3 x 3 matrix denotes a n x n block matrix decomposed into 
blocks according to the partition n = 1 + (n - 2) + 1. The roots of the pair (8, a) are 
fru, f2a, where cx(AO) = 1, with multiplicities r1 = 2n - 4, r2 = 1, respectively, so that 
half sum of the positive roots is p = (n - 1)~. The Killing form of g is 
B(X, Y) = (2n - 2) tr XY, X, Y E 8. 
In particular, for X of the form (I .3) we have B(X, X) = (4n - 4)<~. The latter form 
on q has signature (n - 1, n - 1). 
Let Env (g) denote the universal enveloping algebra of 8. Consider the following 
element of Env (8): 
(1.5) 
where Eij is the standard matrix basis. This element differs from the Casimir element 
by a factor only. 
Set Q* = exp q*. One has the following decompositions: 
G=Q-+HQ- 
=Q-HQ+, 
where the bar means closure, the set under the bar are open and dense in G. let us call 
these decompositions the Gauss and the anti-Gauss decomposition, respectively. They are 
defined for matrices (1.1) with 6 # 0 and det cr # 0 respect@ely. Define for g E G the 
transformations [ --+ [ of q- and n -+ ;i of q+ by taking < and +j’ from the Gauss and 
anti-Gauss decomposition of the products exp < . g and exp rl 9 respectively. They are 
given by fractional linear transformations: 
I= (IP+W@+rL e= ((.y+Td-YP+rl@ 
and are defined on dense open subsets of q- and qf depending on g. Therefore, G acts 
on q- x q+ : (E, 7) ---f ($, ;i). The stabilizer of the point (o,o) is just H, so that we have 
an embedding (defined on a dense open set, namely , on 1 - 177 # 0): 
(15) q- x q+ ---f G/H. 
Therefore, we can regard (<, 71) as coordinates on G/H. 
We now consider a few realizations of the space G/H. To begin with, G/H can be seen 
astheG-orbitin~oftbepointdiag{~,...,~,~- 1) with respect to the adjoint action. 
So, G/H is a symplectic space. Notice that q+ and q- are Lagrangian subspaces of q. 
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The second realization is as the G-orbit X of the point 
(1.7) 
in Mat (n. R), with respect to the “adjoint” action 
(1.8) 2: + g-lxg. 
The orbit X is the set of all matrices whose rank and trace are equal to one. For this 
realization the embedding (1.6) becomes: 
(1.9) 
with image the set z,, # 0. 
Let us write down in the coordinates (1.9) the G-invariant metric, the G-invariant 
measure and the Laplace-Beltrami operator on X. The metric is: 
where d< and dn are the row and the column of the differentials d& and dqi respectively. 
The corresponding measure ds is: 
The Laplace-Beltrami operator becomes: 
where 6, is the Kronecker delta. The metric (1.10) is generated by the form 
-( 271 - 2)-l B(X: X) on 4, the operator (1.12) corresponds to the metric -2 tr dx2. 
Let us take the L2 inner product for functions on X: 
(1.13) (F’, f) = s,: F(x) f(4 dx. 
For a manifold M, let D(A!f) denote the Schwartz space of compactly supported 
complex-valued C”-functions on iV endowed with the usual topology. If iLl is compact, 
then D(M) = C”(M). The dual space D’(M) (distributions on M) consists of anti-linear 
continuous functionals on D(M). The value of F E D’(M) at S E Do(M) is written 
as (F. f). 
Returning to our space X, we can embed D(X) into D’(X) by means of the form (1.13): 
we assign to F E D(X) the functional f ---f (F. f). 
Let us denote by U the representation of G  on D(X) by translations: 
(1.14) U(g)f(x) = f(xg). 
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It preserves the Hermitian form (1.13): 
(1.15) (CI(S)F. f) = CF. w-w 
and can therefore be extended to a unitary representation U of G on L*(X), the quasiregular 
representation. It will be decomposed in Section 7. 
On D’(X) the dual representation acts. We shall denote it by the same letter. It is defined 
by (1.15) where we take F E D’(X), f E ‘D(X). It extends the representation U of G on 
D(X), if we embed D(X) into D’(X) as above. 
The representation U, both on D(X) an on D’(X) gives rise to a representation U of d 
the Lie algebra g and of the algebra Env (g). In particular, we have 
U(A,) = a. 
Observe that this is independent of the space which is taken here: D(X) or D’(X), since 
a is self-adjoint with respect to the form (1.13). 
A third realization of G/H is connected with a compactification of G/H. 
Let us view G as acting on W” form the right: :): + ~9. :): E R’“, 9 E G. In accordance 
with this assumption we write vectors in R’” in row form. For 2:: y E R” let 
Let ei be the standard basis of R”: ei = (0, . .O. l,O, . , O), with 1 on the a-th place. 
Let S be the unit sphere IsI = 1. The Euclidean measure ds on S is given by: 
where the differential with the hat-sign has to be deleted (for different J’ this expression 
gives the same measure). The volume of S is equal to: 
(1.17) 
The group G acts on 5’ as follows: 
sg 
s t s 9 = lsgl. 
In particular, the subgroup K = SO(n) of G acts by translations: s + s . k = sk. The 
measure ds is invariant under K. 
Now consider the following action of G on S x S: 
(1.18) (s. t) + (s . 9. t. ,9/-l), 
where the prime denotes matrix transposition. There are three G-orbits corresponding to 
sgn (s? t). The stabilizer of the points f(e,,, e,,) is H,, the connected component of the 
identity matrix E in H ( it consists of matrices (1.2) with 6 > 0). Let us denote by S#S 
and I? the subsets of S x S consisting of the pairs (s! t) with (s, t) # 0 and (s, t) = 0 
respectively. 
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Let P be the real projective space RPnpl = S/f. The action (1.18) gives rise to an 
action of G  on P x P. The stabilizer of the points f(e,! e,) E P x P is exactly H, so 
that G/H can be realized as the domain in P x P consisting of the points (fs, &t) with 
(s, t) # 0. Thus P x P is a compactification of G /H. 
This realization of G/H is connected with X as follows: 
(1.19) 
This map transfers functions f(:~) on X to functions cp(s,t) on S#S of parity (0,O): 
(the signs are taken in an arbitrary combination). In general, we shall say that a function 
cp on S x S has parity (E, E); E = 0, 1, if 
$9(-s, t) = cp(s, 4) = (-l)Ey(s. t). 
The measure dx, see (1.1 l), is locally given by: 
(1.20) dx = dx(s,t) = I(s,t)I-“dsdt. 
The global integral relation is: 
(1.21) .I cp(s,t) I(s,t)l-” dsdt. SXS 
Finally, we mention that G/H can also be realized as the tangent (or cotangent) bundle 
of the real projective space P = R Pnel. 
2. Averaging over the subgroup H 
Let us first consider the H-orbits on X. The “adjoint” action (1.8) of the subgroup H 
on X preserves the entry x,,, of a matrix x E X and, therefore, also the function C(X) 
on X defined by the formula: 
(24 X C(X) + 1 nri = 2 . 
For any c E R, let X(c) denote the set c(x) = c. For c # fl the set X(c) is a single 
H-orbit (the regular orbits). 
The remaining two sets X(c), c = fl, split into several H-orbits (the singular orbits). 
For the description of X( 1) we can make use of the coordinates <, q, see (1.9), which 
apply to the set c(x) # -1. So, for n > 3 the set X(1) consists of 4 orbits: a) [ = 0, 7 = 0 
(the point 2’); b) c = 0; v # 0; c) [ # 0, r) = 0; d) < # 0, q # 0 with dimension 
0, n - 1, n - 1,2n - 3 respectively. For n = 3 the set X( 1) consists of 5 orbits: a) 
.x0; b) I = 0, 71 # 0; cl I # 0, II = 0; 4 11712 - 1~1 > 0; e) 11772 - 12~ < 0 with 
dimension 0,2,2,3: 3 respectively. The set X( - 1) splits into 3 orbits, with representatives 
eiei, e: (ei + e,), (ei + r-L,> ei and dimension 2n - 4, 2n - 3, 2n - 3 respectively. 
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Let us consider the map M (averaging over H) of D(X) into a space of functions on 
the real line, defined by the formula: 
where 6(t) is the Dirac delta function on R’ concentrated at t = 0 (a continuous linear 
functional on 2)(R)). 
THEOREM 2.1. - The image M of M corzsists of ~functions p on R’ which can be written 
in the ,form: 
where T/I> $Q, u are,functions in D(R) with supp$ c (-1, xi), and supp& c (-x. I), 
H(c) = (I: - 1)1;-‘, 71 odd, 
H(c) = (c - l)“-21n /c - 11. 71 even, 
Hi(C) = 111 Ic + 11, 
(tl;” is equal to t”’ for t > 0 and O~for t < 0). Moreover, for cp = Mf the value of I/) in (2.3) 
at c = 1 differs only by a factor from the value off at x0: 
where: 
p = (-ly$ 
+-1 
r(n, _ l). n> odd. 
[j = (-I)? ,(;yl), 7~ even 
and II is the Euler gamma function. 
Proof. - Let us consider the two domains X+ = {c(x) > -1) and X- = {c(x) < 1). 
They cover X and are H-invariant neighborhoods of X( +l) and X( - 1) respectively. It 
is sufficient to consider two cases: supp f lies either in X+ or in X-. 
Let firstly supp f C X +. On X+ we can take as coordinates 6, rl from Section 1 with 
c 71 < 1. Then formula (2.2) gets the following form (see (1.9) and (1. I 1)): 
Observe that we have reduced M to the averaging over level surfaces of the quadratic 
form En of signature (n - l,r~ - 1) on the space Iw2+‘. Applying [12], see also [24], 
we obtain the statements of the Theorem for f with supp f c X+ (i.e. (2.3) without 
the second term etc.). 
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Now let supp f c X-. We introduce on X- special coordinates. The matrix in G : 
carries z” to x1 = e/, er E X(-l). Let H(l) be the stabilizer of x1 in H and q(l) the 
centralizer of w2 in q: 
Similarly to (1.9), introduce the subset y of X consisting of the matrices: 
The group H(l) preserves y and acts on it as follows: 
h : (P, 4) -+ 
The intersection y- = X- II J’ is characterized by pq < 1. 
Consider the right coset space H/H (l) = {H(r) h}. This is a symmetric space. Embed 
it into H in some way as a submanifold 2 of H. Then we have a decomposition of H: 
h =vz. 
where ‘u E H(l), z E 2 are uniquely defined by h. The embedding and the decomposition 
are defined on some dense open sets. The action of H on 2 is obtained as follows: z -+ Z 
where vh = i7;Z. We can take (y,z) as coordinates on X-, with y E Y-, z E 2: 
x = z-‘yz. 
In these coordinates, H acts in the following way: 
h : (~4 + (5 4, 
where zh = VZ (as above) and then ?j = V-‘yV. So, H-orbits on X- are in one-to-one 
correspondence with H(l)-orbits on y-. The measure dx can be wrotten as follows: 
dx = w(x, y) dpdqdz (dz = d.zl . . . dz+J. 
As to the function w(x, y), we only need to know that it is positive and of class C”. 
Thus, (2.2) reads as follows: 
(2.6) @U)(c) = / s(‘s - c) fib, 4) Wq 
1 =- 
c-l s Q?7 - c-l 
’ + ‘) fl(p, 4) (1 - d ddq, 
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where fr (p, 4) is a function in D(R’) with support in the domain pq < 1. Applying [12]. 
[24] to (2.6) we obtain the Theorem for the case supp .f c X- (i.e. (2.3) without the first 
term). cl 
The space M, defined in Theorem 2.1, can be endowed with a topology, similarly 
to [24], such that the map III becomes continuous. Let us denote by M’ the dual space of 
M (the space of continuous anti-linear forms). There is a dual map M’ : M’ + D’(X): 
Let us denote by D’(X, H) the subspace of H-invariant distributions in D’(X). 
THEOREM 2.2. - The map M’ is a linear homeomorphism of M’ into D/(X, H). Its image 
does not coincide with D’(X, H). 0 ne can choose representatives in Coker M’ in such a 
way that their supports lie in the set X(+1) and d;fS 1 er rom this set and the point :I;‘. f 
Proof. - We have already seen in the proof of Theorem 2.1 that M can be reduced 
to averaging over level surfaces of quadratic forms on UPe2 and R2 with signatures 
(7), - 1. n - 1) and (1: 1) respectively. The action of H is reduced to the action of a 
subgroup H’ of the group S0(7~ - l! n, - 1) and the whole group SO( 1,l) respectively 
(natural actions). The subgroup H’ has the same regular orbits as the whole group 
S0(7~ - 1,n - 1) (the hyperboloids E q = 7 # 0). By [24], the image of M’ consists of 
distributions in D/(X, H) which are, in addition, invariant with respect to SO(n - 1: 71- 1) 
on X+. Therefore the complement of the image in D’(X, H) consists of distributions 
whose supports are composed of singular H-orbits in X(+1) and do not coincide with 
X(+1) and z”. cl 
Let f be a function on X depending on c(z) only. Then it defines a function Ff(c) 
on R by: f(z) = Ff(c(z)). Let T be a distribution in D’(X, H) generated by a locally 
integrable function T(z) on X. We can take T(z) is such a way that it depends on C(X) 
only. Then FT(c) is locally integrable too. Conversely, if F(c) is locally integrable on R, 
then T(x) = F(c(z)) is locally integrable on X. Moreover, T = M’FT and 
(T,f) = /- S-(c) (Mf)(c) dc. 
. -0c’ 
The Laplace-Beltrami operator A on X gives rise to a differential operator L on R’ 
(the radial part of A): 
F,,f = LFf 
The explicit form of L is: 
(2.7) L= (c2 - 1) $ + (77 - 2 + ,nc) f. 
The differential operator A yields operators on D(X) and on D’(X) which we shall 
denote by the same letter. These two operators yield operators L and L* on M’ and M 
respectively: 
AoM’=M’oL. MoL*=l*oM. 
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The operator L on M’ has just the differential expression (2.7) (this is why we use the 
same letter) and the operator L* on M has the differential expression adjoint to (2.7) 
with respect to the measure de: 
(2.8) L* = (C” - 1) $ + [2 - n + (4 - n)c] $ + 2 - 72. 
For (T E a3 we set 
(2.9) 0*=1---72-g 
and we define the eigenspace D’(X, 3-1, u) of the operator A on D’(X, ‘H) by 
and the eigenspace M’(o) of the operator L on M’ by 
(2.10) LF = -w*F 
(clearly g and (T* give the same eigenspaces). 
THEOREM 2.3. - The map M’ is an isomorphism of M’(a) onto D’(X, ‘I-t, 0). 
3. Eigenfunctions of the radial part of the Laplace-Beltrami operator 
This paragraph is a detailed version of [20] $28 applied to the symmetric space 
SL(n, !R)/GL(n - 1, R). Our goal is Theorem 3.4 which describes a basis of M’(a). 
The functionals that occur in Theorem 3.4 are obtained by a regularization process 
(analytic continuation in the parameters). So we have to do some preparatory work. 
We begin with studying classical solutions of the following differential equation on 
the real line: 
where 
(3.2) 
JLPY = hy, 
This operator depends on two complex parameters cr, /3. It is convenient to write the 
eigenvalue in the form 
A = -(a + p - T)(ct + p + 7 + l), 
where r E C. Let 
n-2 
If we put 
a!o=-. 
2 
(3.3) a = CEO, p = 0, 7 = -0 - a0 - 1, 
then equation (3.1) becomes equation (2.10) (with y replaced by F). 
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The change of variable c = 2t - 1 reduces equation (3.1) to the hypergeometric 
equation [9] 2.1 (1) with parameters a = c-u + @ + 7 + 1, b = N + [j - 7. c = 1 + 20. 
So let us consider solutions of this hypergeometric equation in the complex plane. 
Consider the following functions of the complex variable z: 
(3.4) P(,) = a+y+7+1,~+p-711+2~;-- 
Q(z) = 2’ r(a + Y + 7- + lPYa - P + 7 + 1) (z + l)--n+-l 
rY(2r + 2) 
a+p+7+1:(~--++++;27.+2;-- 
’ (3.5) T(z) = r(;r:,,) (2 - 1)-2-r.( --Q + p + 7 + 1, -0 + p - 7: 1 - 2a; 9) 
Here F is the hypergeometric function [9] Ch. II, and the power has to be interpreted as the 
principal value. If it is necessary to indicate the parameters, then we write P(o, ,LJ: 7; 2) etc. 
The above functions are defined and analytic in the z-plane with the cut (-cx): -I] for 
P and (-cc, l] for Q and T. There is a relation between them: 
zsin 2cr7r . Q(z) = T(z) - sP(z); 
where 
(3.7) s = S(ck&d,T) = 
rya + p + T + l)I+! - p + T + 1) 
r(-fi - p + T + i)r(-ck + p + T + 1) 
They satisfy equation (3.1) with c replaced by z. The functions P(z) and T(z) are defined 
for all complex values of the parameters Q; ,B, 7 and the function Q(z) for all values except 
7 = --a f p - k - 1, k E N = (0: 1,2,. . .}. 
The functions P(z) and Q( ) z are linearly independent for all values of the parameters 
for which Q(z) is defined. Indeed, their Wronskian is equal to -(z - 1)-2”-1(z + l)-2a-1. 
One has the following differentiation formulae: 
(3.8) -&> P, r:z)=(~+~~+7tl)(-(L--A+7)P(CL+~,P+~,r;2): 
(3.9) 
(3.10) 
The family of solutions F(a: @, 7; z) of equation (3.1) (with c replaced z) admits the 
following transformations: 
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(3.11) F*(a, p, 7.; z) = F(Cy, p, 7*; z) 
where r* = --7 - 1 (this notation is in accordance with (2.9) and (3.3)). Accordingly, 
for a function u(Q,~,IT) we set: G(a,/3,~) = u(p,o,r), u*((Y,/?,~) = ~(cx,/?r*). The 
functions P(z) and T(z) do not change under (3.11): P*(z) = P(z), T*(z) = T(z). 
Thus, besides P, Q, T we have another five solutions p, 0, F, Q*, Q* of equation (3.1). 
All these solutions satisfy certain relations which follow from [9] 2.10. One of them is 
already written down: (3.6). Here are a few others: 
(3.12) 
(3.13) Q(z) = .w +++/3+T+1)Q(Z), 
(3.14) F(z) = &--& {g . sin (a - /3 + 7)~ . P(z) + $*2”‘“sin (a + /3 - 7)71. T(z)} 
(3.15) = ge *.““(~+fl-~)p(Z) + i . 4 . e*2riagin (a + P - ~)n . Q(z), 
(3.16) P(z) = &{ -ksin (a-p-r)x . &z)+$f2”“osin (a+P-r)7r . F(z) 
(3.17) 
(3.18) 
(3.19) 
(3.20) 
where 
(3.21) 
2g sin (a+P-T)r =--. {e 
p(dwjT sin(CY--/?-r)7r. Q(z) 
lr 9 sin 2r7r 
- eFiT(a+P-r) sin (a + /3 - 7)7r . (j*(d)}, 
T(z) = SeTi~(~+PMr)~(~) _ ~ge*2”‘(“+J)sin (a - P + T)r. Q(z) 
9 
= -29 . sin (c4! - /3 + 7)7r 
T sin 277 ce 
P?r(a+P+r) sin (o + /!I + r)7r . Q(Z) 
_ eFd~+iJ-r) sm(ti+j3-T)7r.Qc(Z)}, 
g =&J&4 = 
rya - p + T + 1) 
Iy-a+p+7+q 
and the upper ot lower sign is taken according as Imz > 0 or Imz < 0. 
On the cuts we define P(c), Q(c), g(z), Q(z), Q*(z), Q*(z) as half sum of the limit 
values from above and below and for T we set: 
T(c) = ; c e*2TiT(c i i0) 
f 
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and similarly for T(c). On the cuts the differentiation formulae for P, Q, P. Q coincide 
with the formulae in the z-variable; for T and T the right-hand side changes sign. 
The operator (3.2) has 2 singular points: c = fl. They divide the real line into 3 intervals: 
(3.22) 11 = (1, cm), 12 = (-1: l), I, = (-cc, -1). 
On each interval we have the functions P(c); . . . and certain relations between them. Let 
us write down a few relations (they can easily be obtained from (3.6), (3.12)-(3.20)). 
For II: 
(3.23) isin2nn. Q(c) = T(c) - sP(c), 
(3.24) i;(c) = gcos (a + p - r)nP(c) + i . 5 . cos 2~x9~ . sin (o + p - r)rr . Q(c), 
For I,: 
(3.25) zsin 2a7r . Q(c) = cos 2~~r . T(C) - sP(c), 
(3.26) cos 2/% . P(c) = $0~ (cc - /I? - T)T. g(c) + ; . % . sin (a + p - 7)7r. Q(c), 
(3.27) cos2/ihr. T(c) = ices (a + ,L? + 7)~ . p(c) - cg. sin (a - p + 7)~. Q(c), 
(3.28) COST@+& = --~~~sin(cx+,8+~)~~(c)--g~os((~-~+~)~~Q(c), 
(3.29) sin2ar . p(c) = g . sin (a - /3 + T)T. P(c) + fsin (a + p - 7)~. T(c), 
(3.30) fsinZa7 . Q(c) = ices (cx + p + T)7r. P(C) - $OS (a - p - 7)7r . T(c), 
(3.31) cos2~~~~(~)=gcos(~-~+~)71~P(c)+~~~~sin(cu+~-r)~~Q(c). 
For Is: 
(3.32) Q(c) = -gcos (a + /‘!I + 7)~. &), 
(3.33) P(c) = ;cos (cl + p - 7)7r . i;(c) 
(3.34) = -2 . -:;; T)r { cos (a + ,Ll + 7)7r. sin (CY - ii3 - 7-)7r. Q(c) 
--cos(~+~-~)7r~sin(cx++---)7r~Q*(c)}~ 
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(3.35) T(c) = jr,, (cl - p + r)rT . F(c) 
- i!l.cos2~~.sin(rv-I+7)~.~(c) 
2g sin(a-p+r)T 
7T sin 2r1r 
{ cos (a - /3 - r)7r. sin (o + [j + 7)7r. Q(c) 
-cos(a-p+r)7riTsin(a+p-7)7r.Q*(c)}. 
Unless explicitly mentioned otherwise, we shall from now on confine ourselves to the case 
/? = 0. It is e_asy tz specialize the above formulae to the case p = 0. Notice that in this 
case s = g’, T = P. Th e case ,0 # 0 will appear necessarily in the regularization process. 
Indeed, the differentiation formulae change ,0. 
At the singular points c = f 1 our functions P(c), . . . behave as follows: a + b Ic - 1 I-2a 
for c --+ 1, o # 0; a+bln [c-l1 for c -+ 1, a = 0; a+bln Ic+lJ for c -+ -1 (recall /? = 0). 
Thus all our functions are absolutely integrable in a neighbourhood of the point c = - 1. 
At infinity (c -+ koo) our functions P(c), . . . behave as 
a ICI-cy+T + b Ip--l. 
In particular, Q(c) for c + +cc and Q(c) for c -+ --3;) behave as ~lcI-*-~-l. 
We now pass to functionals in M’. Firstly we consider functionals concentrated at the 
singular points c = +l. 
Let M+ and M- be the subspaces of M consisting of functions with support in 
I$ = (- 1, m) and 1- = (-oc), 1) respectively. By Theorem 2.1 any function h, E M+ 
can be written as: 
(3.37) h(c) = (c - l)n;-‘u(c) + u(c), n odd, 
(3.38) h(c) = (c - 1)“-21n Ic - llu(c) + 21(c), n, even, 
where ‘ZL, ‘u belong to 2)(1+) and any function h E M- can be written as: 
(3.39) h,(c) = In jc + 11 . u(c) + V(C) 
where u,‘u belong to ;1)(1-). 
The operator L* (see (2.8)), preserves M+. If h E M+ then (see (3.37) and (3.38)): 
(3.40) L*h(c) = (c - 1):~‘Lu(c)+L*v(c), n odd, 
(3.41) L*h(c) = (c-l)n-2 In Ic-11 . Lu(c) 
+(C-l)~-3{2(C2-1)U’(C)+[n-3+(n-1)C]’LL(C)}+L*’U(c): n even 
and if h E M- then (see (3.39)) 
(3.42) L*h(c) = In Ic + 11 . L*u(c) + 2(c - l)u’(c) + (3 - n)u(c) + L*v(c). 
Any function h E M can be decomposed into a sum 
(3.43) h=h++h-. h&EM*. 
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Let us denote for hk by u&: II* the functions U, ‘u from (3.37-3.39). Define the functionals 
A:, Bf in M’ by: 
Any functional in M’ concentrated at c = fl is a linear combination of the functionals 
A;> B;. 
The operator L acts on these fimctionals as follows: 
(3.44) LA; = (k + rb - 1)(2A;++, + kA;): 
(3.45) LB,+ = 2(k + 3 - n)B;+F=l + (k + l)(/? + 2 - n)B,+, 11 odd, 
(3.46) LB,f = 2(k + 3 - TL)B;+~ + (k + l)(k + 2 - n)B,+ 
(3.47) 
(3.48) 
+ (k + 3 - n)(2h + 3 - $A;+,,_,}, n even 
LA, = (k + l)(-2A;+,, + (k + 2 - n)A;), 
LB, = -2(k + l)B,,, + (k + l)(lc + 2 - 7z)B, 
- ~AL+~ + (2k + 3 - n)A,. 
Note that for k < n - 3 the terms with AT in (3.46) are absent. These equalities are 
proved by means of (3.40)-(3.42). 
LEMMA 3. I. - For any Q, equation (2. IO) has no non-zero solutions in M’ concentrated 
at c = - 1. A non-zero solution of (2.10) in M’ concentrated at c = 1 exists only for n 
odd and rs belonging to the set: 
(3.49) (2 - 71,3 - n, . ) -l}. 
Up to a factor, it is the following functional 
(3.50) 
71-S 
2 = (4y-9-aa c 2k q-a)~(-CT*) 
k=O r(0 + k + a)r(g* + k + 2)rcn - 2 - IC) 
B,+. 
The Lemma follows from (3.44)-(3.48). The normalization of 2 is taken in virtue 
of (3.58), (3.59). The summation in (3.50) for given B runs in fact over k with 
max { -0 - 1, g + n - 2) < k 5 n - 3, so that the coefficient of Bz is equal to 0 
unless n = 3. 
Now let us consider our functions P, . under the condition (3.3). Then the functions 
P, T, p = ? are defined for all complex a and the functions Q, Q*, Q, Q* for all complex 
0 except 
respectively. Recall N = (0, 1,2, . . .}. All these functions satisfy equation (2.10). 
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The specialization (3.3) turns g and s, see (3.21) and (3.2), into 
(3.51) rb4 9 = )qg* + 1) > s = g2 = 
lT2( 9) 
P(cr* + 1). 
The transformation * (i.e. 0 -+ a*) gives: 
g* = (-l)“g, s* = s. 
The functions g and s are entire functions of c having zeroes (of the first order for g and 
the second order for s) at points (T belonging to the set (3.49). Notice some particular 
cases. Firstly, the functions P(.z) and P(Z) for o E N U (1 - n - fV) are polynomials in 
z of degree max{a,g*}, and F(Z) = (-l)“*gP(z). S econdly, for a in the set (3.49) the 
functions Q(Z) and Q*( ) 2 coincide and are rational functions of z with a unique pole at 
z = 1; for instance, for g satisfying 0 > 9 we have: 
(3.52) Q*(z) = 2-“*-9 r(;(“j)nt) (2 - l)“F(-o’. 1+ a; 1+ a - fl*; $-)I 
2 
the latter hypergeometric function being a polynomial in - 1 --z’ 
Now we are going to define functionals in M’ associated with the functions P, . . . under 
the condition (3.3). Let F be one of these functions. For each j = 1,2,3 we define a 
functional F(j) in M’ in the following way. 
If h E M- then we define (F (j) : h) as the value at Q  = a0 of the integral 
(3.53) 
.I 
F(c) h(c) dc. 
I, 
Recall that any F has an integrable singularity at c = - 1. 
Let h E M+. Since the function P(c) is regular at the point c = 1 (see (3.4)), we 
define (P(j), h) as above. Let F # P. Then the integral (3.53) converges absolutely for 
Rea < l/2 and we can have a singularity in o at a = CXO, because of the term Ic - 11V2” 
in the asymptotic expansion. If Re Q  < l/2, we integrate (3.53) by parts n - 2 times using 
the differentiation formulae (see (3.8), (3.9), (3.10)), differentiating h and integrating F. 
The possible singularities are contained in the outside terms, the last integral itself has no 
singularities anymore in ~11 at Q ! = ao. We throw away all outside terms and set (F(j), h) 
to be equal to the last integral taken at a! = ao. 
Clearly, Fc3) = 0 on M+ and F(l) = 0 on M-. 
If h is an arbitrary function in M, we decompose it as (3.43) and set: 
(3.54) (F(j)> h) = (F(j), h,) + (F (j), h-). 
This definition is correct, (3.45) does not depend on the choice of h*. 
The functional F(l) + Fc2) + Fc3) ( associated with the whole of R) will be denoted by 
F again. The sum F ci) + F(j) will be denoted by F(;j). 
Let us now describe the regularization for each of the functions separately. We take 
h E M+> j = 1,2. 
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Let F = T. For Re (I: < l/2 we have by the differentiation formulae: 
(3.55) SW ( 
n-2 
1 
T a, 0,~; c)h(c) dc = c(-l)“-‘T(cI - k/2, -k/2, r; c) 7E’“-“(c)IT 
k=l 
am + (-1)-Z J T(a - ao, -ao, r; c) h -(n-2)(c) dc, 1 
I 
1 n-2 
(3.56) 
-1 
T(q 0,~; c) E(c) dc = - c T(a - k/2, -k/2,‘; c) h(k-i)(c)l~l 
k=l 
+ 
I 
1 
T(a - ao, -ao, T; c) h +-‘l(c) de. 
-1 
By (3.5) we have T(a - k/2, -k/2, r; 1) = 0 for Re cy < l/2, so that all stock terms 
in (3.55) and (3.56) disappear and only the integrals remain, which converge in the domain 
R,e cy < a0 + l/2. Therefore we have 
(T(j), h) = (-l)j” J’ T(O> ---No, 7-; c) ~(“-“(c) dc. 
Ii 
By the way, we see that the integral (3.53) with F = T, j = 1,2 is an analytic function of 
(II in the domain Re CY < QO + l/2 (for n odd this is even so in the whole complex plane) 
and that (T(j), h) is the value of this analytic function at o = ~0. 
Let F = Q. Then for Rerv < l/2 we have 
I 
n-2 
I, 
Q(a, 0, T: c) h(c) de = f lin, c Q(a - k/2, -k/2, r; c) ?-i’“-“(c) 
k=l 
+. 
I’ 
&(a - cto3 -ao, 7; c) %‘“-2’(c) de, I 
J 
where the upper or lower sign is taken according as j = 1 or j = 2. By (3.23), (3.25) 
and (3.5) we have for Rea < l/2 (n $ Z): 
liars &(a - k/2, -k/2,7; c) = 2”-“!C(k - 2a)s(a - k/2, -k/2,7). 
Therefore, for Recv < l/2 
I 
n-2 
(3.57) Q(Q, 0, r; c) h(c) de = f c 2”-“I?@ - 2a)s(a - k/2, -k/2, T) ?i”-l’(l) 
1, k=l 
+ 
I 
&(a - cyo, -cto. 7; c) ?i@-‘l(c) dc. I 
1 
The right-hand side of (3.57) can be continued to the domain Re Q < a0 + l/2 with poles 
of the first order at half integer points. We throw away the sum on the right-hand side and 
set cx = a0 in the last integral in (3.57). Thus 
(Q(j), h) = l Q(0, -ao, 7; c) h’“-2’(c) dc. 
7 
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Notice that if we take the sum of both equalities (3.57) (j = 1,2), then the terms of the 
summation, hence the singularities, annihilate, so that for the sum of both integrals (3.53) 
with F = Q and j = 1,2 the same statement is true as for T above. 
In a similar way we obtain: 
(p(j), h) = ; L p(O, -ao, T; c) ?i+‘)(c) dc, 
3 
where 
s = s(ao,O, T) = 
r2( -u) 
P(a* + 1). 
We have proved the following lemma. 
LEMMA 3.2. - The function& p(l), p(‘), T(l), ‘Tc2), Q(“), 812) can be obtained as the 
analytic continuation of the corresponding integrals (3.53) or of the sum of such integrals 
at Q = a!@ 
Since the regularization process for F # P differs from the one for P, the relations (3.23) 
etc. which do not include P are true for the functionals F(j) too, but the relations which 
include P are true only up to terms concentrated at c = 1. 
For example, for Q = era, the relations (3.23) and (3.25) become T(c) - sP(c) = 0 and 
(-l)“T(c) - sP(c) = 0 on 11 and 12 respectively, but for the functionals we have 
(3.58) T(1) - sp(1) = 2; 
(3.59) (-1)“7+) - sp(2) = -2 > 
where 2 is given by formula (3.50) with 0 an arbitrary complex number. 
Nevertheless, if for (Y = cxo a relation is true for both II and I2 (for example (3.23) 
and (3.25) for n even, (3.24) and (3.31) for n even,...), then it is also true a a relation for 
functionals F(12), since the terms concentrated at c = 1 annihilate. For example, 
702) _ spw) = 0, n even. 
The same is obtained if we take the sum of (3.58) and (3.59). 
Although the functionals F(j) are constructed by means of the functions F(c) which 
satisfy equation (2.10), the functionals F(j) satisfy (2.10) only up to terms concentrated 
at c = fl. Namely, we have on M+: 
(3.60) 
(3.61) 
(3.62) 
(3.63) 
(L + (Jg*)p(j) = fp-“o ~ (&! B,+, 
(L + aa*)T(~) = 0; n odd, 
7 2"/2(n - 2)!Az, n even, 
(L + uu*)Q(j) = +A; - 2°0B,+2)r n even, 
(L + ua*)Q(l) = -2”‘[(n - 2)!Ai + &-,I, n odd, 
(L + ~a*)& (2) = 2aoBze2, n odd, 
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where j = 1,2, the upper or lower sign is take according as j = 1 or ,j = 2, 
a = 2ao(n - 2)![?+!+0) + ?/(a* + 1) - $J(n, - 1) - W)l 
and $ is the Euler $-function [9] 1.7. 
On M - we have the following. The function F(c) has at c = -1 a asymptotic 
behaviour of the form: 
F(c) - N*ln Jc + 11 + K*, c --) -1 f 0. 
Then (on M-): 
(15 + oo*)F(j) = f(K*A, - N*B,)> 
where j = 2,3 and the upper or lower sign is taken according as j = 2 or j = 3. In 
particular, if the asymptotic behaviour of F(c) at c = -1 is co-ordinate, i.e. Nf = N- 
and K+ = K-, then 
(L + aa*)F cz3) = 0 on M-. 
LEMMA 3.3. - The following functions have co-ordinate asymptotic behaviour at c = - 1: 
F(== F), P, Tf or all complex CT, 6 and G* for all p where they are dejned, 6 and Q* for 
integer c where they are dejined, i.e. Q for CT E -1 - N and Q* for CJ E 2 - 71, + N. 
Proof. - For 5 the statement follows from the definition. By [9] 2.10 (12), the functions 
Q(z), Q*(z) can be written as p(z) + $(.z)ln (-2 - 1) and the functions P(_,)k7’(z) as 
i4-4 + $Wn b + 11, with analytic p(z), $J(z). This implies the Lemma for Q, Q*, P, T. 
It follows from (3.32), (3.28) that for 0 $! Z the functions Q(c) and Q*(c) do not have 
co-ordinate asymptotic behaviour at c = -1. The formulae 
Q(z) = (-l)"g&), IT E 1 -n-N, 
Q*(z) = (-l)"+lgQ^*, CT E N 
give co-ordinate asymptotic behaviour for Q(c), c E 1 - n - N, and for Q*(c)? ~7 E N. 
Finally, for CY as in (3.49) the functions Q(c) and Q*(c) coincide and are analytic at 
c = -1, see (3.52). 0 
THEOREM 3.4. - For any u E C the space M’(a) has dimension two. A basis qf M’(o) 
consists of the following functionals: 
P, T(l) for n odd, 
P, p for n even, except ff E N U (1 - n, - k/), 
P, Q for n even, G E 1 - n - N (i.e. (T* E N), 
P; Q* for n even, (r E N. 
Proof. - Firstly we consider M+. Since P(c) and Q(c) are linearly independent for 
all g (except B E N where Q is not defined), a solution F of (2.10) in M’ on 1+ for 
cr @ N is a linear combination 
(3.64) F = aIP(l) + a,P(‘) + blQ(‘) + bzQC2) + X, 
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where X is a functional concentrated at c = 1. For g E N we have to replace Q  by Q*. 
Apply to (3.64) the operator L -I- cm*. 
Let n be odd. Then, by (3.62), (3.63) Q(j) (and Q  *(j) for (T E N) are absent in (3.64), 
so that we have for all c 
(3.65) (a1 - as)Y + (L + 00*)X = 0, 
where fY denotes the right-hand side of (3.60). On the other hand, applying L + G .CT* 
to (3.58) and using (3.59), we have 
(3.66) -sy = (L + oa*)Z. 
Let s # 0, i.e. 0 $! (2 - n,3 - 72,. . . , -1). Then we obtain from (3.65) and (3.66) 
(3.67) (L + oo*) 
( 
-al-+x =o. 
s ) 
But by Lemma 3.1 there are no non-zero eigenfunctions of L concentrated at c = 1 for 0 
not belonging to (3.49). Therefore, (3.67) gives X = !!.LI-% 2, hence 
s 
F = al p(l) + fJ,2 P(Z) + a-a2 z 
s 
= a2 P(12) + (Ul - u,)(W) + iZ) 
= a2 pw + !ysT(l); 
see (3.58). 
Let now s = 0, i.e. ~7 belongs to (3.49). Then T (l) = Tc2) = Z. Equation (3.65) gives: 
X = XZ, al - u2 = 0. Indeed, firstly, by (3.58) Y is proportional to Ba, secondly, any 
solution from Lemma 1 does not contain Bo (see the second remark to the lemma). Thus 
F = al P(12) + AZ = aI p(12) -+ XT(l), 
Let R be even. Then we have: 
(3.68) (a1 - a2)Y + (bl - b2)R + (L + aa*)X = 0, 
where &R denotes the right-hand side of (3.61). As follows from (3.44), X cannot include 
A?. Since in (3.68) only R contains A+ ( namely AZ), we obtain from (3.68) that 
br - bz = 0. Next (as above for n odd) we get al - u2 = 0, X = 0. Thus, for G  $ N 
we have on M+: 
(3.69) F = al P(12) + bl Q(12). 
For CJ E N we obtain in a similar way (3.69) with Q  replaced by Q*. 
Now let us extend our solution F from M+ to the whole of M. We have to take a 
functional F on M- such that: 
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a) on 1s it is the same as before; b) at the point c = -1 it has co-ordinate asymptotic 
behaviour. 
The functional P(12) can be extended to P. The functional Z’(l) has a trivial extension: 
as zero. For n even it is more convenient to consider 812) instead of Q(12), since 
for generic u the extension of Q (12) to M- has a rather complicated expression. If 
CJ $! N U (1 - n - IA) then we can change the basis P(“), Q(12) by the basis P(12), ?(l’). 
Indeed, by (3.24) and (3.31) we have: 
gw = W”) coscrTp(w + 2 
lyu* + 1) 
Q(12) 
r(-o)IT(-a*) . 
The functional 812) can be extended to p;. 
Finally, if ~7 E 1 - n - N or 0 E N then Q(c) and Q*(c) have co-ordinate asymptotic 
behaviour at c = -1, so that Q(“) and Q*(12) can be extended to Q and Q* respec- 
tively. 0 
Notice that sometimes functionals in M’(a) turn out to be concentrated at singular 
points, so that the corresponding distributions in D’(X, H, 0) are concentrated on the 
singular set of X. This is for example so for the functional ‘5?(1) for n odd, o in (3.49). 
Let us write down the leading terms of the asymptotic expansion at infinity for a basis 
of M’(a) for generic U. 
If c -+ +CXZ then 
(3.70) P(c) yd+p*c”*. 
(3.71) T(c) 4c”+t*cc*, 
(3.72) P(c) N p” c” + 6’” c”*. 
(3.73) Q(c) - qcc, 
(3.74) Q(c) - lj+ co. 
If c -+ -cc then 
(3.75) 
(3.76) 
(3.77) 
(3.78) 
Here 
(3.79) 
P(c) - p’ Icy + P’* Icy*, 
F(c) N p^IcI” + p^* Icy-. 
Q(c) - q’ ICY, 
Q(c) N TICI”. 
p=2 v*+n/2 w - a*> ry-,*) ! 
t = y*+“/z w - a*) 
ryg + I) ’ 
p^=2 u* +n/2 
rye - a*) 
r2(0 r+2t)r 
q = 2-u-742 i 
-u*) ’ 
ff 
rp + g* - a) ! 
$ = 2-u-742 r(+r(i + 8) 
I(1 + CJ* - a) ’ 
p’ = pcosalr, i;’ = gcos UT, qt = q cos (TIT, s^’ = lfcos mT. 
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4. A spectral decomposition 
In this paragraph, which is the realization of a programme, pointed out in [20] $30, 
for our case, we obtain the spectral decomposition of the operator L, = La~Jo=O from 
Section 3. This decomposition plays a crucial role in Section 7 and Section 8. 
Let us set /3 = 0 in equation (3.1) and let us change the function y into z where 
y = G-i z with 
(4.1) G(c) = Ic - I]“. 
We obtain the following equation in Z: 
Lz = T(T + l)z, 
where 
Suppose 
d2 d 2a2 
L=(c2--1)~+2c-&$- 
1 -c’ 
(4.2) IRea] < l/2. 
Then the eigenfunctions of the operator J! are square integrable on each bounded interval. 
Let D denote the set of functions cp E L2 (W) which are absolutely continious on each 
compact interval not containing f 1 and for which ,!$ E L2 (W). For cp E D one can define, 
in each of the points c = f 1, boundary values Af (cp), RF (cp), where j runs through the 
indices of those intervals Ij (see (3.22)) that adjoin the points c = f 1. For c = +l these 
boundary values are defined for (Y # 0 by the formulae: 
Af(cp) = lim (c - II-“{oucp(c) + (c - l)cp’(c)}, 
Bj+((p) = lim \c - ll”{acp(c) - (c - l)cp’(c)}, 
(the prime means differentiation) and for o = 0 by the formulae: 
Af(cp) = lim(c - 1)$(c), 
Bf(cp) = lim{cp(c) - (c - 1) In ]c - lip’(c)}, 
the limits are taken for c -+ +l, c E 1j, j = 1,2. For c = -1 these boundary values are 
defined by the formulae: 
A;(p) = lim(c + l)~‘(c), 
B;(p) = lim{cp(c) - (c + 1) In Ic + lJcp’(c)}, 
where c --) -1,~ E 1,,j = 2,3. 
These boundary values are also defined for the eigenfunctions f of the operator ,?, and 
are connected with coefficients in the asymptotic expansion of f when c -+ fl, namely, 
for c -+ +l and cr # 0: 
f(c) - &A;(f)lc - I]” + &B:(f)]c - II-“, 
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for c -+ +1 and a = 0: 
f(c) - Af(f) ln Ic - II+ Bj+(f), 
for c -+ -1: 
f(c) - A;(f) In Ic + 1) + BJr(f). 
Now we set boundary conditions at the points c = fl connecting the limit values A 
and B: 
A; = A,+, B,+ = B;, 
A;=A;,B;=B;. 
These boundary conditions define an operator on L2 (W) which we denote by L again. 
We can calculate explicitly the resolvent R A = (XE - i)-’ of this operator. The 
resolvent turns out to be an integral operator on L’(W). Let RX (c, x) be its kernel. Let 
us write explicit expressions of the kernel. We have X = ~(7 + 1) so that we can take T 
in the half plane Re7 2 -i. Let ImX # 0, which is the same as Rer > -i, ImT # 0. 
The kernel Rx (c, X) is symmetric: 
and for c > x we have (for T, P, s, see Section 3): 
(4.3) R&,~) = ~G(~:)G(X)[T(~:)-S~(~)].[~OS(~-~)~.T(X)-S.~OS(~+~)~.P(X)], 
where 
8 
A = - sin2 err cos a~ sin TX. 
7r 
Recall that (4.2) is assumed. For LY = 0 we have to open an indeterminacy in (4.3). 
Now we determine the spectral decomposition of the operator i, i.e. we write the 
Parseval equality for cp, II, E L2 (R). For that we use a variant of the Titchmarsh-Kodaira 
theorem, cf. [8]. 
Passing from X to 7 by X = r2 + 7, we change the notation as follows: 
il, = Rx, ~&x) = Rx(c,z) 
The Parseval equality has the form: 
(4.4) 
where 
(4.5) K, = &(2T + l)(A, - A-,-r), 
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(4.6) KL = R,es,,k(2r + l)&, Ic = 0; l> 2,. . . 
The resolvent Rx (c, CC), see (4.3), has the following series of poles: r E Z, r = 
--n! - 1 - Ic,r = Q  - 1 - Ic,k E N, which are given respectively by sinrr, s,s-l in 
(4.3). Because of (4.2), among these poles only the poles T E N lie in the right half plane 
Re r > - 3. It is why the sum in (4.4) is taken on r = k E I% 
Write the explicit expression for the kernels K,(c, CC) and K&c, z) of the operators (4.5) 
and (4.6) respectively. In the basis G(c)P(c), G(c)T(c) the kernel KT(c, X) has the matrix: 
S. [’ sm2 o7r + sin* 77r] 
(27 + 1)ctgr7r . sin2(a - 7)7r 
-1 
(4.7) 16 sin2 a~ -1 s-1 . 
[sin* ff7r + sin2 r7r] 
sin2 (cy + r)7r 
and the kernel Kk(c, z) has the matrix: 
(4.8) 
Notice that (4.8) is the residue of (4.7) at the point r = t? multiplied by 2~: 
K;(c, x) = 2rRes,,kK,(c, z). 
Let us reduce the bilinear form with the matrix (4.7) to a diagonal form. Keeping in 
mind the explicit expressions of the spherical functions from Section 6, let us consider 
the functions 
(4.9) & @ ‘E(C) = (P(c) + ‘IdYC)), 
where E = 0,l and 
(4.10) 
1 [sin-r7r - (-l)“sina7r]* WE zz --. 
s sin2(a + ~)n 
(4.11) = -$12(-a - r)l?*(-cr + 7 + l)[sin7x - (-l)“sinan]‘. 
In the basis G Q , G+i the kernel K,(c, z) has a diagonal form: 
(4.12) 
where 
K,(c z) = caT + ‘kotgTr c &QE(C)@E(~:), 
l6 E 
z, = A,. [sinrn + (-l)Esina7r]2 
2 sin’(cu - ~)n 
(4.13) = &lT2(n + T + l)r*(~ - 7)[sin77r + (-l)E sina7r]* 
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(4.14) 
1 
= -jwI,,,-,,. 
For ‘T = lo = 0, 1,2,. . ., we have ru, = -5, so that Cp, = Q, where: 
(4.15) a(c) = 7 sl*llrvii (fY,) - $)i 
and the kernel KL(c>:c) (see (4.8)) can be written as follows: 
(4.16) . s G(c)@(c) G(x)@(z). 
Let us substitute the expressions (4.12) and (4.16) in (4.4). We obtain the Parseval equality 
in the following form: 
+ f ‘527 + l)s(G@> p)(G@, $)I+ 
k=O 
where ( , ) denotes the following bilinear form: 
(4.18) (F,p) = 1’: F(x)p(x)dz. 
00 
Thus for (RF: al < 2 equality (4.17) is the spectral decomposition of the operator 
L, = Lop(+o: the functions aE and Q are eigenfunctions of this operator with eigenvalues 
A = -(a! - T)(Q + 7 + 1). 
5. Representations of G associated with G/H 
We refer to [7], [18], [19], [20]. 
Let B be the subgroup of G = SL(n, W) consisting of upper triangular block matrices 
(5.1) 
see the remark after (1.4). So p and T are non-zero real numbers. The subgroup B is a 
parabolic subgroup of G (of parabolic rank 2). For a E C, E = 0,l let v,,, denote the 
character (one-dimensional representation) of B, defined by 
r 
(b) = (-) 
O,E 
“CT,, 
P . 
Here we use the notation: 
t (T,E = Itl” sgn’t. 
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The representation T,,, of G is defined as the induced representation: 
T,,, = Indg v,,,. 
Let D,,,(G) denote the space of C” functions f on G satisfying the condition: 
f(b) = %E(b) f(g) (b E B, g E G). 
Then T,,, acts on D,,,(G) by right translations: 
%&A f(a) = fhg) (g>gl 6 (3. 
Among the several realizations of these representations, we shall consider only the “compact 
picture”. Recall that G acts on S x S by (1.18). The stabilizer of the point (e,, er ) is the 
identity component of B: matrices (5.1) with p > 0, r > 0. The G-orbit of this point is 
the Stiefel manifold I? (= SO(n)/SO(n - 2)). Th us, we can realize the representation T,,, E 
on the space DDE(r) of functions in D(r) of parity (E, E) as follows: 
T,,.(g)cp(s, t) = P(S .g> t. 6’) (lsgl . Itg’-‘l)“. 
The topology is taken from ;D(I’). The operators T,, E are continuous. 
For elements in K the action (1.18) is the diagonal action by translations: (s, t) -+ 
(sic, tic). A measure on I‘ invariant with respect to this action of K is given by: 
dw(s, t) = S( (s, t))ds dt, 
where ds (and dt) is the measure (1.16) on S and S(X) is the Dirac delta-function on the 
real line concentrated at z = 0. The volume of I? is equal to Q2nQ2,-l, see (1.17). An 
arbitrary element g E G transforms this measure as follows: 
(5.2) dw(s . g, t. g/-l) = (Isgl.ltg’-‘I)‘-” dw(s, t). 
Let us take the L2-inner product: 
(5.3) (4, cp> = J, 4(s, t> v-G> t> dw(s> t). 
By (5.2) we have 
(5.4) (Tu,&)+> P) = WTb,,(g-l)cp), 
(for 0*, see (2.9)). Therefore, the representations T,,, with Rea = 9 are unitarizable, 
the inner product is (5.3). 
Let D:(r) denote the space of distributions $I on I’ of parity (E, E). We denote by the 
same symbol T,,, the representation of G on this space defined by (5.4) where II, E 2):(r) 
and cp E rDE(I’). We get an extension of the representation T,,, in the previous sense, 
if we attach to a function $J E DE(r) the distribution cp --+ ($I, cp) on I? by means of 
the form (5.3). 
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The element A, E Env (g), see ( 1 S), becomes under the action of T,,, a scalar operator 
Tm,JAg) = -u*u E. 
Notice that the image of every element of the centre of Env(g) is a scalar operator, the 
scalar being a function of PACT. 
Define the operator B,,, on DE(r) by the formula: 
(5.5) (&,cp)(.s, t) = .i ((~5 u)(u. t))B’.Ep(u: 71) du(u; 71). 
The integral converges absolutely for Rear < 2 - 7~ and can be extended to the whole 
a-plane as a meromorphic function, such that the operator: 
(5.6) BmT.c = WE 
P(- e+;+y qu* + ?+) Bc7-E 
is an entire non-vanishing function of CI. The operator B,,, is an intertwining operator: 
(5.7) To 1 .&I) B,., = Box Tc.c (.!I) 
and the same is true for B,,,. The adjoint of Bg,E with respect to (5.10) is BF,E: 
By means of this formula we extend I?,,, (and Em,,) to ZX(I’). 
THEOREM 5.1. - A non-trivial operator B which intertwines T,, E and T,, , E,, i.e 
BT,,. = T,,,,, B, exists only in the following cases: 
(a) frl = c*, cl = E; 
@I 01 = CT, El = E. 
For case (a) B,,, is a candidate; moreover the operator is unique up to a scalar factor 
for all C, except (T E 2 - n + i N. For case (h) any non-zero scalar operator satisfies the 
conditions; for (7 # F there is no other operator. 
It follows from the Theorem that 
(5.8) B m*.e B,., = P(fl> E) 13’. 
,8 (a! C) a meromorphic function of C. For explicit expressions, see (6.4). 
Let us now consider the (topological) irreducibility of T,,,. 
THEOREM 5.2. - For n even, T,,, is irreducible except for o E Z, E = 0, 1. For n, 
odd, To,, is irreducible except for the following cases: a) C-J E $ + Z, E = O! 1; b) 
CT E z, CT > 0, E = CT; C) CT E & CT 5 1 - TL, & Z (T. 
The family of the representations T,,, yields, besides the trivial representation, three 
series of irreducible unitary representations. They are obtained by unitary completion of 
representations on subquotients and are denoted by the same symbols. 
The continuous series consists of the representations T,,, with g = F + l;u, u E 
W, E = 0, 1, the inner product is (5.3). 
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The complementary series consists of the representations T,,, with 2 < (T < F. E = 2 
0,l; the inner product is (Q, (P)~.~ = (g,.,$, cp). 
The discrete series consists of the representations ?,,c,),~ where g(m) = F + m, w1 E 
N, E = 0, 1, which are factor representations of T,(,),+ on the quotient spaces 
c,jnLj,E = D,(I’)/Ker o,(,,,,,. The representations T,(,,,),, with the same m and different 
E are equivalent. It will be convenient to restrict ourselves to the representations 
Tm = T,(m),+) where c(m) = 0 for odd n and E(m) G  g(m) + 1 for even n,. The 
inner product (., .)m on g,,,, = - D,(,,),+) is induced by the form (B,(,),,(,)$, cp). 
Observe that the discrete series representations are equivalent to subrepresentations of 
T,,, for 0 E -n/2 - N. However this realization of the discrete series is not easily to deal 
with. For instance, the inner product has a rather complicated form. 
6. Spherical functions on G/H 
We follow [18], [19]. 
We begin with determining H-invariant elements for the representations T,,,. Denote by 
23 ,& the space of distributions in DE ‘(I’), which are invariant under T,,,(H). 
For G  E C, E = 0,l consider the following distribution in D L (I’): 
OvT.r(~, t) = (sn in)“,” = ((s, e,,) (en: t))“-“. 
For R.e 0 > - 1 this is a locally integrable function on I, analytically depending on (T. It 
can be extended to the a-plane as a meromorphic function, so that the distribution 
03.1) e,;, = Y((T, E) o*,,. 
where 
is a non-vanishing entire function of 0. 
It is easily checked that Q ,,, is invariant with respect to H for the representation T,.,. 
The operator B,,, (see (5.5)) maps O G .E on O ,*,, up to a factor which we denote by j(c~> E): 
(6.2) &7,E OCT., = j(Q, &) on- ,E. 
The explicit expression is: 
(6.3) .j(cr,&) = 2"7r 
n-2 (-1)’ - COSfJK P(a + 1) 
CO++;)~ ' r(2a+n)' 
The factor j(~, E) can be seen as the analogue of Harish-Chandra’s c-function, cf. (7.4). 
For the normalized objects (6.1) and (5.6) we have a similar formula: 
k,, %,E = !(a, E) L ,E, 
where . 
;(a,&) = 4Tn-3'2 r2jy)k(0 + ;). 
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Now we are able to write the explicit expression for B(cr, E) from (5.8): 
(6.4) p (CT, &) = .j(o, E)j(g*. E), 
whence the symmetry relation 
p (0, E) = P (fl*: &I 
is clear, 
THEOREM 6.1. - The dimension of the space IO & is equal to 1 except in the following 
case: n = 3, g = -k - 1, e E k + 1, I% E N. For this case the dimension is equal to 
2. A basis in the general case is given by e,,,. For the exceptional case a basis consists 
of the two distributions: 
where S is the Dirac delta function. 
The H-invariant O,,, gives rise to the Poisson kernel: 
p&Y s.t) = Tfl,E(,9-1) &,(s, t); 
where x = gdlzog E X, (sit) E I‘. The explicit expression of this kernel is: 
(6.5) 
where (u, U) -+ z, see (1.19). In its turn, the Poisson kernel generates the Fourier 
transform F,,, : D(X) -+ DE(I) defined by: 
(F&P)(s, t) = l, f(x) %&:; s, t, dX. 
The integral converges absolutely for Re Q > -1 and can be extended to other CJ by 
analyticity. 
The map F,,, is continuous and has the following properties: 
(6.6) Fo,e u(g) = T,,, (9) Fc,, > 
(6.7) F,,, n = -cm* F,;,, 
(6.8) B,,, E,, = j((~, E) Fcv,c. 
For f E D(X) let us call the function F,,,f in D,(r) the Fourier component of the 
function f attached to the representation TG3E. 
In a similar way as we deal with the H-invariants gO,E, see (6.1), we define the Poisson 
kernel pa,E(z, V) and the Fourier transform FC,, by multiplying the preceding kernel and 
transform by y(a,~). In the equalities (6.6), (6.7), (6.8) one has to put tildes in the 
relevant places. 
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Let us consider the map F, : D(X) + cis,, m E N (see Section S), defined by: 
(6.9) Fmf = &mj.+njf + Km &m,,+j 
and call the coset F, f the Fourier component of f attached to the representation ?,,, of 
the discrete series. The map F,,, commutes with the action of G : 
(6.10) %x(g) Fm = Fm u(g). 
The spherical function P,,, attached to the representation T,,, is defined as the 
distribution on X whose value at f E D(X), is given by: 
Po,,, f) = U&-r,,, Fz,,f). 
The spherical function Q ,,, has the following properties: 
(a) it is meromorphic in LT, so that the distribution 
(6.11) 
is an entire function; 
(b) it is H-invariant: U(h)@,,, = Q ,,,; 
Cc) it is an eigendistribution of the Laplace-Beltrami operator: 
(6.12) a Qg,E = -cm*!i&: 
(d) it is invariant with respect to g -+ c*: 
Let us call the distribution @ ‘, = Q ,a(m),E(m) the spherical function attached to the 
representation T, of the discrete series. Since &*,, belongs to the image of g’,,, for 
(7 = a(m), E = E(m), the value of Q Ir, at ~C~,,),E~,,) f depends only on F,, see (6.9). 
Let @  be a distribution in 23 ‘(A’, H). We associate with @  the sesqui-linear form on 
V(X): 
K(fk fl, f2) = 
i 
fl(X) (a> U(g)f2) dz, 5 = .+%. 
.X 
For the spherical function this form can be expressed in terms of the Fourier components: 
Wb,,; fi, f2) = (Fv*;,f~, E,J2). 
Thus for spherical functions belonging to unitary representations this form can be expressed 
by means of the inner product of the Fourier components. More precisely, for the 
continuous, complementary and discrete series we have: 
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On the set X’ of regular points (the union of the regular H-orbits, i.e. the set c(z) # ItI, 
see Section 2) the distribution qO,E is a usual analytic function \[IO,E(:~:) depending on 
c(z) only. Here is the asymptotic behaviour of 9,,, at infinity. Let RC(T > 0 and set 
at = exptAo then: 
(6.13) %,.&;l~out) - j(o*, E) (cash t)“‘. t --f +mo: 
(6.14) k,&,lzlat) N (-~)‘;~(cT*:E) (cosht)? t -+ +CC 
It follows from (b), (c) that 9,?, belongs to D’(X, H, (T). By Theorem 4 qC,E lies in the 
image of M ‘(a) under the map M’. Therefore, M’-l@‘,., is a functional in M ‘(cr) which 
is a usual function outside c = fl. By (6.13) (6.14) we have 
(6.15) (M’-“‘&)(c) - 2-“~(cJ*.E) c”.‘. ICI -+ CO. 
THEOREM 6.2. - The spherical function 9,,, can be e.xpressed in terms of functionals in 
M ‘(a) (see Theorem 4.4) in the ~following wuy. 
For n odd: 
(6.16) II, (T,E = xM’(P + XT(l)). 
where 
(6.17) z = (-1) (77--1)/Z ‘p+ xq + (-q=COSg+, 
(6.18) x = -*s-l [l - (-1)Ecos(T7r]. 
For n even: 
(6.19) *,,, = zM’(P + xi;); 
where 
(6.20) z = (-1) e+n/2 23~1/2~ll-l(~i~~~-)-l. 
(6.21) x = (-l)Eq-i, 
(for s,g see (3.51)). 
Proof. - It is sufficient to consider generic a. The functional M’-‘XIJ~,~ being an element 
of M ‘(r) is a linear combination of P, T 0) for n odd and of P, p for n even. We then 
compute the coefficients of this linear combination by comparing the asymptotic behaviour 
at infinity of all terms, see (6.15), (3.70)-(3.72) (3.75) (3.76). cl 
For later purposes, e.g.the determination of the Plancherel formula, we need another 
expression for the spherical functions. The function @,,, see (4.9), is locally integrable for 
R,ea < l/2 and gives rise to a functional Cp, in M’: 
(aE,h’) = lrn (a,(c)h(c)dc 
-c-z 
analytically depending on cx within the domain Re N < l/2. 
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THEOREM 6.3. - The functional aC can be analytically extended to the a-plane as a 
meromorphic function, which is regular at CI = CKO. Moreover we have: 
Proof. - Let n be odd. Then sin CXO~~ = (- 1) ao-1/2. By Lemmae 3.2 and 3.3 we have 
by (4.9) the equality of functionals: 
(6.23) qolza, = C-1) an-1'2(P + w,~a'~,T). 
By (3.58), (3.59) we have T(l) - T(‘) = sP on M+. By Lemma 3.3 the latter equality 
can be extended to the whole of M  as: 
(6.24) T(l) - Tcz3) = sP (n odd). 
Writing T = T (I) + Tcz3) by means of (6.24) and substituting it into (6.23) we get: 
(6.25) @El c*=ol" = (-1)""-""(1 - %S)(P + ~T"')/,=,o 
= (-l)““-“al + (-:).cusna(P ;&. 
where X is given by (6.18). Comparing (6.25) with (6.16), (6.17) we obtain (6.22) for n odd. 
Let r~ be even. We can obtain T(c) from (3.14) (with ,l? = 0) in terms of P(c) and F(c): 
(6.26) -s ' 
c E I1 
c E I, u I3 
and if we substitute it in (4.9) we get: 
(6.27) QE(C) = (1 - cos2a7r)T(1)(c) 
2 
+ P(c) + 2gw, cos wr sinnr + (-l)“sin77r sin (ck - r)7r 
&), 
where T(l)(c) denotes the function which is equal to T(c) on 11 and to zero on I2 U 1,. 
By Lemmae 3.2, 3.3, equality (6.26) gives the equality of functionals (cf. (3.3)): 
9,1,,,. = 2(-1)E+“O -Y- 
sin 07r ( 
P + (-1)‘;F 
1 
which proves (6.22) for n even. 0 
Now we are going to write explicit expressions for the spherical functions of the discrete 
series (observe that (6.19) has an indetermined form in this case). 
THEOREM 6.4. - The spherical functions $m of the discrete series have the following 
expressions in terms of fanctionals in M ’(u): 
(6.28) 9,, = (-l)?JgMQ*(23) (n odd), 
(6.29) 9, = (-1) (n-2)12yA4’Q* (n even), 
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where 
(6.30) 1/ = pr42$7-2 
1 
rz(y)r2(9.)’ 
g is given by (3.51), cr = o(m), E = I. 
Proof. - Let n be odd. Then g(,m) is a half integer, so that the expression y(o, E)Y(~*, E 
1’ 
does not vanish at 0 = g(m). For (7 = a(m) the factor X in (6.16) is equal to -- 
s 
(see (6.18)), so that we obtain by (6.24) 
Notice that this expression does not depend on E, which reflects the equivalence between 
the factor representations of G on D,(,,),,/Ker o,,,,),, with different E, see Section 5. 
Applying (3.27), (3.35) we can rewrite (6.27) in terms of Q*; next we obtain (6.28). Here 
we apply the formula: 
(6.31) 7(o>E)+*,E)A = 24--2n 
1 1 + (-1)’ cos cm 
s ~2(5.3~2(~) 1 f (-l)@+n cos Cr7r 
For (T = 0 (m), E = E (m) the last fraction in (6.31) is equal to 1 (both for n odd and 
72 even). 
Let 7~ be even. We have to evaluate the indetermined form in (6.19) for (T = n(m), E = 
~(7~1). Recall e(m) 3 a(m) + 1, see Section 5. The factor ?(a*,~) does not vanish 
under this condition, but $0, e) does for m = 0, 1: . . . , F (just then a(m) belongs to 
the set (3.49)). 
Firstly we consider M’-l9, on M+. On the interval If it is more convenient to pass 
from the basis P, p to the basis P, Q*. Formulae (3.24), (3.31) and Lemma 3.2 give: 
F=g.cosmr.P- 9.: .sinar.Q* (on M+). 
so that on M+ by (6.34)-(6.36) we have: 
hPi& = $0, &)y((T*; &) .x, 
(1 + (-l)“coso~)P - :(-I,&. 5 .sinar. Q* . 
The coefficient in front of P vanishes at D = g(m),& = e(m). By (6.31) we get (6.29) - 
for the time being only on M+ -. But by Lemma 3.3 the functional Q* can be extended, 
for g = n(m) and within M’(o), from M+ to the whole of M as Q*. So (6.29) is true 
on M. 0 
THEOREM 6.5. - The spherical functions of the discrete series have the following asymptotic 
behaviour at infinity. 
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For n odd: 
AP9,(c) = 0, c > 1 
- (-1)“+17Jq*IcJC*) c -+ -!X. 
For n even: 
W ’S,(c) w (-l)%Jq*c”‘+, c -+ fOa> 
where a = a(m), E = I, y is given by (6.30), q* is given by (3.79) with u replaced by (T*. 
The Theorem follows from Theorem 6.4 and the formulae for the asymptotic expansion 
of Q* and Q* at infinity, see (3.73) (3.74), (3.77) (3.78). 
Notice that Theorem 6.5 gives the following necessary condition for existence of the 
discrete series: the functions IvF’% ‘~(c) belong to L2 at infinity, with respect to the 
measure JcJnW2 dc. 
7. The Plancherel formula for G/H 
The goal of this paragraph is to give the Plancherel formula for the space X = G/H. 
The main formula gives the decomposition of the delta function S on X into spherical 
functions (Theorem 7.1) and implies the inversion formula and the Plancherel formula 
(Theorem 7.2). This result was obtained in [18], see also [6], [19]. 
Let S be the following distribution in D’(X) (the delta function concentrated at the 
origin 2’): 
(4 f) = fb”) (f E  VW 
THEOREM 7.1. - The delta function S has a decomposition (in the weak sense) into 
spherical functions % IJ~,~ of the continuous series (a = 9 + ip, E = 0,l) and spherical 
functions 9, of the discrete series (m E N, see Section 6) in the following way: 
(7.1) 
where 
(7.2) 
(7.3) 
w(u, E) = 2-2n-27r-2n(2a + n - 1)cotg 
( ) 
0 + s r. lT2(-a) r2(-a*) 
. [sin(n+~)i7+(-l)Esin$]2, 
W  m  = 2-47r2-2n (2~ + n - 1) r2 (Y)r2(~>lg+); E=E(n&): 
for o* see (2.9). 
The proof will be given below. 
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Remark. - Let us compare the measure W(G, E) in (7.1) with j(g:&) j(n*,~), where j 
is the factor from Section 6, see (6.3). We see: 
(7.4) w(cT; &) = $-[j(o, E) j((T*. E)]-l. 
It confirmes the statement that the factor j is the analogue of Harish-Chandra’s c-function, 
see Section 6. 
THEOREM 7.2. - The quasi-regular representation U of the group G decomposes 
multiplicity free into irreducible unitary representations T,,,, (o = F f ‘Ip, E = 0,l) and 
T, (m = 0, 1, . . .) of th e continuous and the discrete series by assigning to any f E V(X) 
the family of its Fourier components of the continuous and the discrete series: 
(7.5) f --+ E,Ef, Jw). f E WX). 
This assignment is G-equivariant (see (6.6) and (6.10)). There is an 
namely, any f E D(X) can be retrieved from its Fourier components 
the continuous and the discrete series: 
inversion formula, 
F,,,,f and F,,.f of 
where P,,,(z; s, t) is the Poisson kernel, see (6.5).There is also a Plancherel formula: 
(7.7) 
where the norms correspond to the innerproducts (5.3) and (.: .)m, see Section 5. In (7.6) the 
terms in the series depend only on F, f. Formula (7.7) admits to extend the assignment (7.5) 
to the whole of L2(X). 
Proof. - Let f be in D(X). Apply (7.1) to the function U(g)f. On the left we get f(z) 
where 11: = .q-lxog. Here are the calculations for the terms on the right: 
For the continuous series one has r* = a. Now replace in (7.6) f by 7. multiply by f(x) 
and integrate over X; we obtain (7.7). 0 
The proof of Theorem 7.1 includes several steps. 
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Let us consider the function 
N,(c) = Ic - II/” 
on the real line, depending on the complex variable h. This function defines a functional 
NLL in M ’ (see Section 2) by means of the integral 
(N&L) = Irn Ic- lpq&k 
-cc 
which converges absolutely for Rep > -1. By Theorem 2.2 and [12] the functional NP is 
an analytic function of p within the domain Re p > - 1 and can be analytically extended 
to the whole p-plane as a meromorphic function. At p = 1 - n it has a pole of the first 
order for n odd and of the second order for n even. The same is true for the distribution 
M ’N, = lc(x) - 11’” 
on X. Moreover, when p -+ 1 - n, we have: 
(7.8) n odd, 
(7.9) (,a + n - l)‘M ’N, + -2/X, n even: 
where /3 is given by (2.4), (2.5). 
Let us return to the functions (a,(c), a(c) f rom Section 4 (depending on a and r). 
They are locally integrable for Re Q > -l/2 and give rise to functionals QE in M ’, 
meromorphically depending on Q and r after analytic continuation from the domain 
R.ea > -l/2. 
LEMMA 7.3. - Under the conditions: 
(7.10) R.ekL > -1, R~(P++) < -l/2, R.e(b+k) > -I, 
the functional N,, can be decomposed into the functionals aE, @ : 
(7.11) 
where HE and H’ are the following functions of ,u, Q, r: 
(7.12) H, = 2P+“-3~-3(2~ + 1)cotg 77r. v . qck + 7 + l)ryck - T) 
. [sinm+ (-l)‘sinan]. [sinm+ (-l)Esin(p++)T], 
H’ = 47r Res,,k H, 
= 2p+“-17r-3(2T + 1) f V. lT(cx + 7 -I- l)r(a - 7-)sincur . sin (p + Q)T~,,~: 
(7.13) v=r(~+l)r(~+2~+l)r(-~-ct---i)r(-~-cu+r)[cos(~+cu)~-cosan]. 
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Proof. - Write the function N,,(c) as a sum of two functions: 
N,&(C) = q(c) + N,;(c). 
where N:(c) = N,(c) Y (zt(2 - ICI)), Y being the Heaviside function. Let us write 
--1 
down the Parseval equality (4.17) for the two pairs of functions: a) GN,:: G h, b) 
--1 
GN; , G h, where G is given by (4.1) and h E M. The functions GN,: belong to L2 (W) 
for Re (,u + a) < - l/2, so that the two Parseval equalities can actually be written down 
for IRe cx < l/2, Re (,~+a) > -l/2 and [Real < l/2, Re (b+ ct) < -l/2 respectively. 
Fortunately, the first equality is true within the wider domain Rep > -1, Re (b + 2~) > 
-1; [Real < l/2. Indeed, Rep > -1 yields the existence of the left-hand side, 
Re (b + 2~) > - 1 gives the existence of the integral (GaE, GNZ) = (aE, Nz+,,) 
and of the similar integral for the discrete part (for ( ! ), see (4.18)). These two domains 
(the new one for N+ and the old one for N-) have a non-empty intersection (7.10). 
Within (7.10) both equalities are true. Taking the sum we get in the domain (7.10) the 
--1 
“Parseval equality” for the pair GN,. G 1~: 
where 
(7.14) HE = $27 + 1)cotgrT . z, . B,, 
H’ = 4r Res,,k HE = i(2~ + 1) . s . B, 
for z,, s, see (4.14), (3.7) with /3 = 0, and B,, B are the integrals 
It remains to compute (7.15). By Lemma 7.4 from [17] we have within the domain (7.10): 
P(c) Ic - 11@+2e dc 
2p+a+1 [l - cos (/A + 2o!)7r] . qp + 2a + l)r(-1.1- 
a: - T - l)r(-p - cr + 7) = 
q-p)rya + T + l)r(a - 7) ’ 
I;, O” T(c) Ic - 1)p+2cu dc 
so that, by (4.9) and (4.15), and by manipulations with Gamma-functions we can compute 
(7.15) and then (7.14). 0 
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Both sides of (7.11) can be analytically continued in p and a. For the left-hand side 
this follows from [12], for the right-hand side this can be shown by means of estimates 
on the spherical functions, as in [ 161, [ 171. 
The next lemma is obtained from Lemma 7.3 by analytic continuation in Q (and ,u) 
to the point cy = ~10. 
LEMMA 7.4. - Under the condition: 
(7.16) 
l-n 
Rep< - 2 
the functional Nti can be decomposed into functionals in M ’(o). For n odd: 
E 
.I --M k=O k=O 
where 
(7.18) 
For n even: 
(7.19) 
where 
R = (-1)*2~+"+(27+ l)w.(l -cospT). 
NP = c s M  -m HE @ E /~=-++~~ du + 2 H’@ )7=k E k=cuo 
cue-1 
+ c E&l,=l, - $ mF1 &,(EQ), 
k=O k=O 
E = (-1)92'"+%7~~(2~+ l)w, 
and, with V as in (7.13), 
(7.20) 
V 
IV = qo + T + l)r(o - T) . 
(all coefJicients and jiinctionals have to considered with cx = ~0). 
Remark. - The derivative in (7.19) can be written in a more explicit form as follows: 
$2~ + 1)WQ = (27 + l)cc’z 
+{2+(2~+1)[-~(-~-~---1)+~(-~--+~)-~(~+7+1)+~(~--)]}~Q, 
where q!~ is the Euler $-function [9] 1.7. 
Proof. - When we continue (7.11) analytically in Q and p, some additional terms can 
appear on the right-hand side of (7.1 l), since poles of the integrand in (7.11) pass the 
integration line C : Re T = -l/2. 
There are three series of (possible) poles in r of the integrand: 
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a) T = --R - 1 - k, T = 0 +/G: k: E N, coming from the factor I’(o + 7 + 1). I’(n - T), 
see (7.12); 
b) T = -1~ - LY - 1 - k;, 7 = p + n! - k, k: E N, coming from the factor 
r(-p - a - r - l)r(-1.1 - N + r), see (7.13); 
c) 7 = Q - m - 1, r = -a f m. 71~ E N, coming from w, which is included in GE, 
see (4.9), (4.10) and (4.11). 
When we move a to cxo, the poles in a) do not pass C. 
Let us move o and p in such a way that the second inequality in (7.10), i.e. 
R.e (IL + a) < -l/2 is maintained. Then the poles in b) also do not pass C. For 
a = NO the above inequality becomes (7.16). Later we shall set /L = 1 - n, and (7.16) 
allows us to do that. 
On the contrary, some poles in c) pass C. Namely the poles with m 5 o. - l/2. Every 
pair of poles in c) with the same m passing C gives the following additional term in 
the right-hand side of (7.1 I): 
D,,, = 4~ Res,=,-,-lHE a’,, 
(since H, @‘E is invariant with respect to T -+ -r - 1). The pole 7 = CL - m - 1 is a 
1 
pole of the term of +‘E, see (4.9), containing UI,. i.e of the term ~ 
sin fxr 
w,T, provided 
E E m. With (4.10) and (7.12) we compute: 
(7.21) D,, = 47r Res,=,-,,-r HE 
1 
-w,T 
sin o7r 
= 2P+“-17r-1(27 + 1)w ‘ln(’ +$; sina7r . TI,=,,_,,,-l, 
where W is given by (7.20). 
Thus, after the continuation in Q: and p, when a belongs to a sufficiently small 
neighbourhood of o. and the inequality Re (p + o) < -l/2 is satisfied, we have a 
decomposition of the form: 
NV = . ..+x D,,,, 
where . . . denotes the right-hand side of (7.11) and the sum is taken over m = 
O.l,..., rn, 2 QO - l/2. Now we will set N = ~0. 
For n odd, it is easy to do: the right-hand side of (7.21) is regular at cxg and we can set 
a = a0 immediately. The term with m = o0 - l/2 (then r = -l/2) disappears because 
of the factor 2r + 1, so that the sum is taken over m = 0: 1,. . . , QO - 3/2, i.e. over 
r = l/2,3/2,. . . , o. - 1. Recall (Section 3) that s = 0 for such 7, so that, by (3.58), 
(3.59), T = 22 = 2T (l). So we obtain (7.17), (7.18). 
For n even, the matter is more complicated. Now ‘~0 is an integer. The first cro terms 
H’@ of the series in (7.11) (k = Oj 1: . . . , o. - 1) as well as all o. additional terms 
D,,,& (m = 0, 1, . . . , o. - 1) have at Q = Q() poles (of the first order). Fortunately, as we 
shall see, the poles of the ,&th term of the series and of the m-th additional term with 
m = o. - k - 1 are annihilated. So we have to compute the limit of 
(7.22) 
when u tends to o. 
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Let us write the functionals QlrZk. and T(T=a-m-l in terms of the functionals Q(,j) 
and !I’(‘): 
(7.23) a=------- . Q(“) (7 = k)> 
(7.24) T = csin 2a7r Q + 2sin’ CUT. TC2) + ztang 2a7r. sin’ NT. Qc3) (T = a - m , - 1); 
where Ic, 711, E NJ. These equalities 
(3.25), (3.32) (3.33), (3.31)) and 
M ’. For s-i in (7.23) we have 
-1 s =- 
r2(cy t 
are primarily written for functions of c (we use (3.23) 
then, by Lemma 3.2, are transferred to functionals in 
7r2 
7 + 1)12(a - 7)sin2 u7r 
(r = k). 
Then we substitute (7.23) and (7.24) in (7.22). We obtain a rather big expression. Let us 
split it into three parts, denoted by I, II, III, containing Q, Tc2), Qc3) respectively. Let us 
evaluate the lim it when ~1: + a0 for these parts separately. 
For part I we split the coefficient of T in (7.21) into two terms according to the 
numerator. Set < = Q - ao. Then in (7.24) we have T = k: + <, so that: 
(7.25) 1 1 y+a+ly2(.0$ ax . I . { - (2~ + WQ/ u=ao+< 
T=k+E 
+ 
sin (11, + a)7r 
sin ~7r [ (2~ + WQi e=tro+< T=k+E - (27 + WQI uxo+j }. TZI 
Now we can take the lim it in (7.25) for cy + CEO (i.e. [ -+ 0): 
(7.26) l im I= 2P+aO+17r-2 
0(10(0 
(-l)“‘{ - ( 27- + WQl,=, 
+ 7&[(2~ + WQI}. 
where, recall, Q  is a functional in M ’(a), see Section 4. 
As to the parts II and III, every term coming to (7.22) from (7.23), (7.24) with Tc2) 
and Qc3) is regular at (Y = cyo. It is easy to check that both II and III are equal to zero at 
N = era. So the desired lim it of (7.22) is precisely (7.25). 
Now we pass from M ’ to D’(X) and from functionals in M ’(a) to spherical functions. 
Then Lemma 7.4 becomes the following Theorem. 
THEOREM 7.5. - Under condition (7.16) the distribution M ’N, in D’(X) can be 
decomposed into spherical functions. For 71 odd: 
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.for 7-t even: 
where 
q&O:&) = -2fi+n-7T-n(2G -t n - 1)cotg 
( > 
0 + ; 7r. Iv. 
.r2(~)r2(~).s’“~l~~~~~~~~~~~n~)~” 
q/l, 0) = -2~L+‘L-5T-y2u + n - 1)W . r2 (y)p(yc); 
w = ryp + l)ryp + n - 1) 
q-cl. + o)ry-p + a*> 
[ 
‘nr 
r(-a)r(-a*) cos - - cos p + 5 7r . 2 ( 11 
Proof. - The Theorem is obtained from Lemma 7.4 by passing to the language of 
spherical functions. We use the Theorems 6.3, 6.4 and (6.11). In particular, for n odd, 
it follows from (6.16) that if cr belongs to (3.49) and E = [T + 1 then G,+ and APT(l) 
are proportional: 
Notice that the first term in (6.32) for E = e(m) has, as a function of g, at u = a(m) a 
zero of the third order. Therefore we may pass from Q to ‘JJ,,~(~) under the derivative 
sign in (7.19). 
Proofof Theorem 7.1. - According to (7.8), (7.9) we have to determine the limits of the 
coefficientsR,...inTheorem7.5multipliedby~++-lor~+n-1)2,when~~ 1-n. 
For n odd we have 
(7.29) l&p + 71- 1)W = (-l)+ 7r rcn - I)! 
so that, in particular, the last sum in (7.27) disappears. 
For n even, if CY $ N then 
(7.30) li;n](/6 + n - 1)2w = (-l)? 
2 
qn - 1) ’ 
SO that, in particular, the last sum in (7.28) disappears (because of the factor sin PT; 
notice that: 
(7.31) g = w . [q!( -,u f a) - ‘$(-p + (T*> + $(-0) - $(-o*)] 
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where 4 is the $-function, and [. . .] is regular in p at p = 1 - n provided 0 @! N). 
If c E N, then: 
(7.32) ,,::‘f,(p + n - I)?%& w 
= ,,~~,ib + 12 - 1J2sin w . r(p + l)r(p + 72 - l)I( -p + (~)r( -cL + a*) 
. (-:g$) (-l)$(l - cos& 
= 2(-l)a.iDr(n1y l). 
Now, applying Theorem 7.5, (7.Q (7.9) and (7.29)-(7.32), and finally (6.11), (6.3) we 
get (7.1)-(7.3). 0 
8. The Berezin form 
First we recall the concept (the scheme) of quantization proposed by Berezin [l], [2], [3], 
[4]. We shall not present it in its full generality, but restrict ourselves to a simplified variant. 
Let M be a symplectic manifold. Then C”(M) is a Lie algebra with respect to the 
Poisson bracket {A, B}, A, B E C”(M). I n order to construct the quantization in the 
sense of Berezin we have to set the following two steps (I), (II): 
(I) To define a family Ah of associative algebras contained in C-(M) and depending 
on a parameter h > 0 (called the Planck constant), with multiplication denoted by * 
(depending on h too). These algebras have to satisfy the conditions: 
(8.1) (u) ;;A * B = AB, + 
(b) trna ;(A * B - B * A) = i{A, B}, * 
the multiplication on the right-hand side of (8.1) is the pointwise multiplication; 
conditions (8.1) and (8.3) together are called the correspondence principle; 
(c) the function A0 which is equal to 1 everywhere is the unit element of each 
algebra Ah; 
(d) the complex conjugation A + A is an anti-involution of any Ah. 
(among these conditions, the correspondence principle is the most important). 
(II) To define representations A ---t a of the algebras A,, by operators on a Hilbert space. 
Berezin considered mainly the case when M is a Hermitian symmetric space, hence 
has a complex structure. The functions in question are functions A(z, Z), analytic in z and 
Z separately. In this case the complex conjugation reduces to the permutation of z and 
Z: A@,?) = A@, z). The crucial role in Berezin’s construction belongs to the so-called 
supercomplete system +(z,U) (this name was used by Berezin himself, other names are: 
system of coherent states, reproducing kernel). For any 20, a(~, W) is an element of a 
Hilbert space Fh of holomorphic functions on M (the Fock space). By means of cP(,, W), 
Berezin defines for any (bounded) operator a acting on 3h a covariant symbol A( Z, Z) and 
a contravariant symbol A”(z, 2). The desired algebras dh are formed just by the covariant 
symbols. The multiplication of operators gives rise to multiplication c of symbols in dh. 
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The latter multiplication is defined by a kernel (called the Berezin kernel). It turns out that 
the operator ,13h which relates contra- and covariant symbols (the Berezin transform) has 
the same kernel. The correspondence principle follows from the asymptotic expansion 
B, = 1 + hA + o(h), h> + 0, 
where A is the Laplace-Beltrami operator on M . 
For the case of para-Hermitian symmetric spaces, a scheme for the construction of 
quantization, algebras Ah etc. was proposed in [21]. In this case we have to change a little 
the conditions for quantization mentioned above: we have to omit the factor %  = J-i in 
(b), the complex conjugation in (d> has to replaced by permutation of the arguments, and, 
finally, we should perhaps give up the Hilbert space structure of the representation spaces. 
The role of the supercomplete system is played by the kernel of the intertwining operator 
for maximal degenerate series representations, see [5]: 
a($, t) = (a,(s) = (s; tp: 
where s, t E S, ,v. E C, v = 0, 1. This function has the reproducing property (which is 
formula (1.24) from [5] written in another form): 
where (see [5] (1.25)) 
c(p, q’ = y+l *n-2 q-p - n + 1) ryp + 1) [cos(,+;)T-cos(V+;)7]. 
Let a be an operator acting on functions p(s) on S of parity V. Let us call the function 
(8.3) 
the covariant symbol of the operator a. This function has parity (O,O), so we can consider it 
as a function A(z) on X, using (1.19). The operator is recovered from its covariant symbol: 
The identity operator has 1 as its symbol. 
The multiplication of operators gives rise to the multiplication * of covariant symbols: 
the operator AA has the covariant symbol A * B which is defined by: 
(A * B)(s, t) = / A(s, v)B(u, t)Ep,I/(s, t; u, ~l)dl~(u,u), 
J‘U 
where 
(8.6) 
for &(u, o), see (1.20) and (1.21). Let us call E,,, the Berezin kernel. 
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The anti-involution mentioned in condition (d> above is now the permutation of s and 
t: A(s,t) H A(t, s). 
On the other hand, let A’(s, t) be a function on S x S of parity (0,O) (hence a function 
on X). It gives rise to an operator A by the formula: 
(8.7) 
(it differs from (8.4) in the first argument Ef A” only). Let us call the function A’(s, t) 
the contravariant symbol of the operator A. 
Thus, we have a chain of correspondences: A” -+ 2 + A. Their composition Dfi,V, 
called the Berezin transform, links the contra- and covariant symbols by means of the 
same Berezin kernel: 
A(s, t) = 
I 
EpJ.s, t; u,u)A”(u, v)dx(u, u); 
. z 
(this formula follows from (8.7) and (8.3)). 
In terms of X (in the matrix realization, see Section l), the Berezin kernel looks as 
follows: 
(we use the correspondence (s, t) + 2, (u, U) --+ y, see (1.19)) 
According to the general scheme explained above we set ourselves as objectives: 
(9 
(ii) 
(iii) 
(iv> 
(v> 
to find an explicit expression of the Berezin kernel ,13,,, in terms of the 
Laplace-Beltrami operator A; 
to find the asymptotic behaviour of 8,,, when p + -oco; as we shall see below 
(see (8.22)), for the Planck constant we can take the number h = -;; 
to determine spaces on which the correspondence principle (8.1) (8.2) is true, we 
have to omit i in (8.2); 
to find algebras A of functions on X with the multiplication (8.5); 
at last, to give an exact sense to some formal treatments and notions introduced 
above. 
The main tool for doing (i)-(v) is the Berezin form. It is the sesqui-linear (Hermitian 
for p real) form on ‘D(X) defined by the Berezin kernel: 
(8.9) 
where 1-1 E C, 11 = 0,l and E,,, is given by (8.8) (or (8.6)), fi, f2 E D(X). As usual, the 
integral (8.9) is understood as the analytic continuation in p from the domain Re p > - 1 
where it converges absolutely. 
In the remainder of this paragraph we “reduce the Berezin form to the sum of squares” 
(Theorem 8.2) and study consequences of this decomposition. The crucial moment is the 
decomposition of the corresponding distribution on X into spherical functions (Theorem 8.1 
and Lemma 8.7). The question (iv) about algebras is left open. So we are forced to interpret 
the correspondence principle as an asymptotic decomposition, see (8.22). 
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The Berezin kernel (8.8) gives rise to the distribution EIL,” on X: 
E/L,&) = E,L,V(? x”) 
= 4 c(,u, y){tr (5~~))‘“~” 
c(z) + 1 P>” 
=4c(p,v) 2 
( > 
the function c(x) is given by (2.1) and x0 is the basic point of X, see (1.7). The distribution 
E,,, is invariant with respect to H. The corresponding sesqui-linear form (see Section 6) 
is just (8.9). 
The distribution E,,, is obtained by the averaging map, see Section 2, from a functional 
in M’, namely: 
E /A,11 = 22-+(p, v)M’K,,,,, 
where K,,, is the functional in M’ defined by the function 
K&c) = (c+ l)‘? 
For Re ,U > - 1 the functional K,,, is defined by an absolutely convergent integral: 
(Kw. h) = 11 K,,&)h(c)dc, 
where h E M, for other b it is understood as the analytic continuation. As well as Nti 
from Section 7, Kp,+ is a meromorphic function of p,. 
THEOREM 8.1. - Under the condition 
the distribution E,>, decomposes into spherical functions of the continuous and discrete 
series: 
where W(G, &) and w, stand for the Plancherel measure for X, see Theorem 7.1, and 
(8.12) A&, V; g, e) = q-p + a)?-,u + a*). 
q-g-(-p - n + 1) 
. [l - (-l)“cos~~] . [sin (fl+ !)7r + (-l)&+“sin (CJ + 7)7r] 
[cm 7 - (-1)“cos (p + ;)7r] sin,u7r 
Lb, u) = Ah, T a(m), &Cm)) 
= r(-@ + a(m))r(-p + dm>*) . d 
r(-cl)r(-p - n + 1) fi,v, 
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(8.13) d 
(-l)“cos/M 
@>” = 1 + (-l)~cos~r?r’ 
n, odd, 
(8.14) 1, n even. 
If IL lies in the strip: 
(8.15) 
then 
-n-l -n+l 
-+p<Rep< 2 2 
-++p (p=1,2...), 
(8.16) 
k=O 
where . . means the right-hand side of (8.11>, 
Mw) = 4~ &3,,,-k h(p, V; 0, E) 
I(1 - n - 2~ + Ic) ,I (8.17) = 8n (-1)” lY(k + l)r(--b)I?(-p - n + 1) ’ U”‘V’ 
The proof is based on Lemma 6 and will be given after it. 
Remark 1. - The second fraction on the right-hand side of (8.12) looks simpler being 
written for n odd and n even separately: 
(8.18) 
(-l)“cosp7r + (-l)“cosa7r 
1+ (-l)“cos/Ur ! n odd, 
(8.19) 
sin ~7r + (- l)“+“sin (~7r 
sin br , 
n even. 
Remark 2. - Formula (8.12) can be rewritten as follows. Let IC, = IE - ~1. Then 
= (-l)E r(ypy+;*+y r(b!.k$E)r(~+;+~) 
J3 p ~~l+K)r(~-o*;l+n) ’ r( T)r( -p-;+l+v 1. 
From this formula, we observe that if Rep = -z then 
(8.20) IAh v c’, 41 = 1, 
for all c occuring in (8.11) and, in particular, if h = - 5 then 
A&, V; U, E) = (-1)‘. 
Remark 3. - Among (8.15) the case 9 < h < F is of special interest. Indeed, in 
this case there is only one additional term: 
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where 
which corresponds to a unitary representation if 9 < /L < 9: the representation 5!‘,,.,, 
of the complementary series. 
Remark 4. - Decomposition (8.11) holds for 11, = F too. 
The following theorem follows from Theorem 8.1 like Theorem 7.2 follows from 
Theorem 7. I. 
THEOREM 8.2. - Under condition (8.10) one has the following decomposition of the Berezin 
form $,u(f, fL see (8.9), into norms of Fourier components attached to the continuous 
and the discrete series representations: 
where f E D(X) and the norms are taken with respect to the corresponding inner products. 
If IL lies in the strip (8.15) then one has to add p additional terms which are sesqui-linear 
(Hermitian for p real) forms qf the Fourier components Fp-k,v-~. f: 
where . . means the right-hand side of (8.21). 
Remark 5. - For F < p < y the additional term (which is unique in this case) 
corresponds to a unitary representation T,,,, of the complementary series (see above); 
this term is: 
The decomposition (8.21) allows us to define under condition (8.10) an operator BP;, on 
L”(X) as follows. Its domain consists of the functions f E L2( X) for which the integrals 
and series in (8.21) converge absolutely. In order to determine I?,,vf for a given f, one has 
to multiply the integrand and the series terms in (7.6) by A(p, V; y + %p, E) and h,,(h, ZI) 
respectively. Let us call this operator the Berezin transform. For the boundedness of this 
operator, see Theorem 8.4 below. Let us indicate some subsets in the domain of 131,.v. 
Denote by ~5&,,~( X) the subspace of L2(X) where the discrete series acts, and by 
L2. dlsrr,lc( X) the subset of the K-finite functions, which are clearly C”-functions on X. 
THEOREM 8.3. - Under condition (8.10) the domain of the operator Bb,,v contains the 
spaces D(X) and L~i,,~,rc (X). 
Proof. - The first assertion follows immediately from Theorem 8.2. 
Let H,? m E N, be the subspace of L2(X) where the discrete series representation T,, 
acts. Then Liiscr(X) is the direct sum of the II,: m E N. Any K-type can occur in a 
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finite set of II, only. So any f E JC&~~~,~(X) is contained in a finite sum of H,. The 
operator BP+ being the multiplication by A, on H, is well-defined on L&.r,li(X). 0 
Now we may write for fl ! fi in D(X): 
with the usual L2-inner product (1.13) on the right-hand side. 
THEOREM 8.4. - Under the condition - 5 5 Re p < F the operator t3il,v is bounded 
on L2(X). 
Proof. - We have to show that for any ,LL satisfying the condition of the Theorem, 
R(~,u; 9 + ‘~P,E) as a function of p E BB and &(,u,v) as a function of m  E N 
are bounded. Here is their behaviour at infinity (which can be obtained by [9] 1.18 (6) 
and 1.18 (4)): 
l-n 
44 v; 7j- + ip, &) N cork . lpl-21L-n, 
A,&, v) - const . m-2fL-n. 
This implies the Theorem. 0 
Remark 6. - As follows from (8.20), the operator DI1,V is unitary for Rep = -;. 
Remark 7. - Let l-l,,, denote the Hilbert space of a complementary series representation. 
According to Remark 5, we can extend the operator aP,V for F  < p < 9 to the 
Hilbert space L2(X) + 7-1,L,, in a natural way, setting it equal to the multiplication by 
$,(A 11) on X,L,v. This operator is bounded. 
Remark 8. - The proof of Theorem 8.4 actually gives that the sesqui-linear form a,$, 
defined by the right-hand side of (8.21) is bounded for Rek~ > -n/2, so that it defines 
a bounded operator on L2(X) for these p. This form coincides with the Berezin form 
if -n/2 < Rep < T. 
The Berezin transform can be expressed in terms of the Laplace-Beltrami operator. Note 
that A(p, V; C, E), as a function of CT, is invariant with respect to 0 + CJ*, hence it is a 
function of c~cr*. Recalling (6.12) we get the following theorem. 
THEOREM 8.5. - The Berezin operator .zjll,” can be expressed in terms of A, the 
Laplace-Beltrami operator, as 
Now we will determine the behaviour of the Berezin transform when p -+ -cc. The 
behaviour of the first fraction of A(h, V; 0, E), see (8.12), can be obtained from [9] I. 18 (4): 
V-P + flm-P + c*) = 1 + &* + * _I_ 
r(-p)ry-p - n + 1) ( > 
) ~ --f --cc I. 
I-4 l-L2 
The second fraction in (8.12), see also (8.18) and (8.19), oscillates because of cos ,LM or 
sin ~,7r. The same is true for CI!,~,~ for n odd, see (8.13). Therefore, we can expect the 
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correspondence principle to be true on the discrete spectrum for n, even only. Indeed, 
this is the case: 
THEOREM 8.6. - Let n be even. Then on L&,C,,h-(X) we have the following asymptotic 
expansion 
(8.22) 
which has to be understood in the weak sense. 
The following lemma is analogous to Lemma 7.3. There we referred to [17] for the 
evaluation of the integral (7.15). Now we have to calculate a similar integral (see (8.26)) 
ourselves. However, we follow the scheme of [17] which makes use of a trick with the 
Cauchy theorem. 
LEMMA 8.7. - Under the conditions 
(8.23) Rea > -i, Rep > -i, Re(kh+a) < -i. 
the functional Kp,,, in M’ decomposes into the functionals Cp,, @ in M’ as follows: 
(8.24) 
k=O 
where 
(8.25) L,,, = 2fi+a-3Y4 (2r + 1) cotg 771; F(a + 7 + l)l?(n - 7). 
[sin77r + (-l)“sina7r]2~ U . [(-l)Usin (p + o)7r + (-l)‘siur~], 
L:, = 4~ Res,+ L,,, 
= 2fi+“-+“(2r + l)r”(a + ?- + l)F(o - r) 
. sin2 cy7r. U. (-l)Usin (p -t a)7r, 
u = r2cp+ ipyLL- a-T- i)r(-p-a+7). [i - (-I)~cos~~]. 
--1 
Proof. - Let us write the Parseval equality (4.17) for the pair of functions: GK,,, , G h 
where G is given by (4.1) and h E M. The former function belongs to L2(R) because 
of conditions (8.23). We have: 
k=O 
where 
L; = 4?r ReS,,l, L,,, = 8 1 (2~ + l)sA,; 
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for z,, s see (4.13), (3.7) with p = 0, and A,,,, A, are the integrals: 
(8.26) A,,, = (Q.E, G2&,L/) = 
J 
O= (c + l)fi”‘“]c - 112” &(c) dc, 
A, = (@, G2&,,) = Av:ETTz,. 
Thus it remains to compute the integral (8.26). This turns out to be rather difficult. 
Firstly we need an expression for GE(c) on the interval 1s in terms of a(c), Q^* (c): 
(8.27) @E(C) = P&) + cpr6*(c), 
where 
2 (PE = rgcos 737 
[l - (-1)‘cos (a - +r]. 
To obtain (8.27) we substitute (3.34) and (3.36) with p = 0 in (4.9). 
Then we consider the function (cf. (4.9)): 
(8.28) 
of the complex variable z. We also need its expression in terms of G(z), s* (2): 
(8.29) c&(Z) 1 (-,)&{,ri~(a+r)(pEQ(Z) + e++-l)(p;Q*(~)}. 
which we obtain by substituting (3.18) and (3.20) with ,G’ = 0 in (8.28). Note that for 
c < 1, QE (c) is not equal to half sum of the limit values of GE(z) from above and below. 
Now we define the function G :(c) by the condition: 
(8.30) ; X(2 + l)‘“(z - 1)2a@E(Z)jZ=c*.0 = Jc + l]‘“]c - l]““@ :(c). 
f 
It follows from (8.29) that 
w4r c E 11, 
(8.31) WC) = 
i 
(sin a~)-~ (cos2a~r . P(c) + wET(c)), c E 12 
(-l)E+i{COS (/L + Q  - +r . (PE . Q(c) 
+cos (p + Q : + 7 + 1)x. $&j*(c)}, c E 1,. 
At infinity the function GE(z) behaves as a ].z]-“+~ + b ]z(-~-~-‘. Therefore, applying 
the Cauchy theorem, we have (see (8.30)): 
(8.32) J M Ic + l(‘L]c - l]‘“@):(c) dc = 0; -02 
under the condition Re (~+a) < -l/2 (which is part of (8.23)) and for Rer = -l/2. Set: 
J 
1 
P2 = Jc + l)c”(l - c)““P(c) dc, -1 
t& = J Jc + l)fi(l - c)“% j(c) dc. -cc3 
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These integrals can be computed by means of formulae [lo] 20.2 (4) and 20.2 (3) 
respectively: 
(8.33) 
(8.34) 
(for 9 , see (3.21) with p = 0). Subtracting (8.32) from (8.26) and taking into account 
(8.31), we have: 
A,,, = 2sincur .p2 + [(--I)” + (-I)‘COS (,u + a - T)T]~~ 4^3 
+ [(-1)” + (-l)E cos (p + cl! -t T + 1)7r](p,* z. 
Substituting here p2 and &;, $J from (8.23), (8.34), we get, after rather long manipulations 
with sine and cosine, 
A,., = 2p+Q+27riT-2U . [( -I)“sin (h + a)~ + (- I)“sin 7x1 
and then (8.25). q 
Proof of Theorem 8.1. - As in Section 7, we continue equality (8.24) by analyticity 
in p and Q: to the point cx = cuO. Unlike Section 7, no additional terms appear provided 
Re (p + cr) < -l/2. The reason is that poles of w, (T = N - m - 1, T = --(Y + 711, 7n E 
N, E E nz) are annihilated by the factor [sinrr + (-l)‘sin M]” in (8.25). After that we 
pass from the functionals Cp, and + to the spherical functions G,,, and Qlm, applying 
Theorem 6.3 and (6.11). Thus we obtain (8.11) under condition (8.10). The integrand 
in (8.11) has poles in g depending on b: g = I-L - k. 0 = 1 - 7~ - /L + k, k E N, provided 
k: E E + V. If we will move p from the half plane (8.10) to the strip (8.15), then the 
above poles will pass the integration line RF: 0 = q and the right-hand side of (8.11) 
will acquire p additional terms as in (8.16). q 
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